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Apartment complex orders flags down
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

•

•
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When four University Club residents hung an American flag outside
their apartment as a patriotic gesture,
the last thing they expected was a violation warning from their apartment
complex .
Equipped with paint, rollers and
star stencils, Arie McCoy, Joe
Loffredo, Nick Bedy and Olivia Soper
spent six hours creating a conventional-size American flag from a simple
full-size bed sheet. The students hung
the flag outside their building from two
second-story windows.
Two days later, the University
Club apartment complex, located on
the corner of Alafaya Trail and
Lokanatosa Drive, issued the students
with a letter warning them to remove
the flag from outside their building
within 24 hours. They also requested
that the students remove the paper
American flags taped to the windows
within the apartment, mandating that
only one flag was allowed to hang in
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each apartment.
McCoy, Loffredo and neighbors
Jon Epstein and Ryan Walker appealed
to their neighbors within the complex,
collecting more than 130 signatures for
a petition to allow the flag to remain on
their building.
"By signing this petition I hereby
proclaim I have no problem with seeing a flag hang from this apartment. I
also feel that this is a way students can
show support for the nation and wish
for it to remain flying proud," read
Loffredo's petition.
The students also appealed to
University Club management in a letter
that asked them to explain why they
would not allow the American flag to
hang from their building.
The students would not remove the
flag from the building until the complex responded to their letter.
Last Wednesday afternoon, News
Channel 6 came to- the students' apartment to report their story. The same
afternoon University Club gave the stu-

University Club residents Arie McCoy, Joe Loffredo, Nick Bedy and Olivia Soper spent six hours
creating an American flag from a full size bed sheet to place outside their apartment.
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Faculty and students address issues

Air attack

AMY EDWARDS
STAFF WRITER

•
On Oct. 8, President Hitt, several
faculty members and about 35 students attended an open forum to
address issues such as parking, campus police, organization funding and
Greek life.
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The UCF football team had its best passing output of
the season against Liberty last Saturday at the
Florida Citrus Bowl. Quarterbacks Ryan Schneider
(above) and Brian Miller combined ta complete 21 of
32 passes for 386 yards and five touchdowns.

The first group of students to
address Hitt asked about the free
speech green located near the library
and questioned why other parts of
campus can't be used for protests and
messages. One student explained that
the University of Florida does not
have a designated area, and students
can use the entire campus. The student asked if UCF's limit is constitutional.
· "UCF's attorneys have looked at
the area and issue very closely. We
have met all guidelines provided by
the Legislature," said Hitt.
Hitt said if inflammatory presen-

JOE KALETTA

tations and speakers were permitted
all across campus, they would distract students in classrooms. "Some
of these presentations aren't appropriate," he said.
The student continued to ask
questions about the green and compare UCF's policy to UF. In response,
Hitt said he is not concerned with the
other university's program.

Parking
Brian Fouraker asked if the dirt
parking lot would ever be paved and
what administration plans on doing
with the current parking situation.
"There are 16 motorcycle spots
in the education lot, and I have seen
PLEASE SEE

Free

HOMECOMING EVENTS

•
UCF ranks 2nd
amon'g Horida's
public universities in
the percentage of
enrolled freshmen. who
earned the state's
Bright Future
Scholarship for academic
achievement.

I CFF

Vice President for Administration and finance Bill Merck, along with President Hitt and
Provost Gary Whitehouse, answered student's questions during the forum.

Wednesday
Skit Knight
Where: UCF Arena
When: 8 p.m.

Thursday
Concert with 30
Where: UCF Arena
When: 8 p.m.
Cost: $8 for students

Friday
Black and 6old Day
Show your UCF pride by
wearing black and gold.

Spirit Splash
Where: UCF Reflecting Pond
When: 3 p.m..

Saturday
Parade
Where: Downtown
When: 11 a.m.

Homec:oming
football game

UCF vs. UL-Monroe
Where: Citrus Bowl
When: 4 p.m.
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$235 mo/48 mos.*
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm, & Much More!

•

*Leases are calculated with $0 total
down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec.
deposit, tags, title and license.

~

Drivers Wanted.

Come see our
T~;w STATE OF
ART facility!

•
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$226 mo/~8 mos.*
7 to Choose

•

with $0 total
down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec.
*leases are calculated

deposit, tags, title and license.

•
•

$226 mo/48 •os:
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Ala~m, & Much More!
*Leases are calculated with $0 total
down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec.
deposit, tags, title and license.

•
Automatic, Side Airbags, ASS, Keyless
Remote, Alarm, & Much More!

If

*Leases are calculated with $0 total
down. Includes lst payment .0 sec.
1

deposit, tags, title and license.
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All payments + tax, 48 months through Lender, 12,000 free miles per year except 2002 Jetta GL at 10,000 free miles per year. Leasee responsible for insurance. All
leases w/approved credit. Excessive miles at 15¢ per mile at lease end. Total of payments on 2002 New Beetle GL, $10,848; 2002 Golf GL, $10,848; 2002 Passat
GLS, $14,352; 2002 Jetta Gl, $11,280. Offer ends October 31, 2001.
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Professor and students
help unearth remains

•
•

CASEY .MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER
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Hospitality
Management
maior
Timothy
Frederic is
currently the
manager of a
McDonald's
but hopes to
soon be the
proprietor of
a McDonald's
franchise.

UCF professor of forensic
anthropology
Dr.
Tosha
Dupras, and two of her graduate students, Sandra Wheeler
and Lana Williams recently
helped recover the remains of
14-year-old · murder victim,
·Kathy Engels '
Engels was reported missing May 25, 1987, but her
body was never found. Rapist
Anton Daryl Meyers, convicted of the murder and sentenced
to death row, recently agreed
to show authorities to Engles'
remains as part of a plea agreement to reduce his sentence.
Dupras, who teaches a
summer
course
to
local
law
enforcement, was
asked
to
take part in
the recovery
efforts by
two of her
former stu- Dupras
dents from
the Seminole County Sheriff's
Off.ice Technical Services
Unft ·.
Dupras, who enacts bet
own mock murder investiga:tiofi every year' for students,
saic:J; "'This cas; was different
frop:i. mY "' past ,experiences
beC'ause of the nature of the
ca.Se. :1'1ris was·-the first time
that r hav~ worked on a case
involving a convicted felon on
death row.
"In many aspects this case
was very similar to the exercises my students learn in
, Class~ We started with basic
search of the area, developed a ,
gridded area for excavation
and then participated in slow,
methodical excavation of the
site. These are all techniques
that my students learn in '
class;~ she said.
. But, there were obstacles
Dupras and other excavation
members had to work around
in order to carefully extract the
remains. "'The media at one
point was problematic because
they publicized times that the
convict was going to be at the
location showing law enforcement personnel where the burial was located," said Dupras.
"This posed a danger to an
those involved with the possibility that someone could
come out to the site and
attempt their own brand of
vigila,nte justice."
Dupras asked two graduate students to help with" the
excavation. ''I believe that
there is no better education for
my students. They are able
apply everything they learn in
class in a real life situation,"
said Dupras. "In this case our
involvement has far ,reaching

. consequences for the family of
the victim, being able to finally have closure, and the convicted felon, whether or not he
will stay on death row or have
his sentence changed to a life
sentence."
Students
Joy
Lang,
JOE KALEITA
Heather Reay, Amanda Groff
I CFF
and Susan Mcfeek all volunteered to help Dupras and the
excavation team during the
long, tedious process of
unearthing Engels' remains.
Reay said: "I only worked
the periphery of the scene, but
having to meticulously search
such' a large area in a grid pattern was extremely tedious,
and time-consuming." .
Reay accredits her skills
to Dupras' mock murder investigations.
Reay said, "Although
every case differs in circumMcDonald's. It was at this time I realized how
stance and environment, the
much potential was within these franchises," he
mock murder investigation
said. "One more thing always sticks in my mind,
served to instill proper excavaProfessor
Bob Ashley stating that anyone assocition techniques and other basic
DANIELLE
DEPARI
ated
with
the ownership of a McDonald's fran-·
forensic anthropology tenSTAFF WRITER
chise
should
be associated with the wo"rd J:!rillion·
ants."
aire."
Groff said few people
After spending time managing several
Dr. Stephan LeBruto, Interim Associate
understand the basis for forenMcDonald's
in the Orlando area, Timothy Dean of the School of Hospitality Management,
sic anthropology. "I think that
.
Frederic
will
come
·out of college knowing how said: "As a student, he had all of the desirable
the biggest mis~~~ception is
academic qualities. He had thoroughness in
that we do the saJ11e .things in · - to run a franchise of McDonald's restaurants.
~ When Frederic enrolled at UCF he pla~ned preparation, a keen intellect, curiosity, and a sinreal life as seen'.:"tm TV';'" s<he
to graduate with a degree in industrial engineer- cere interest in the subject matter."
said.
do some bf the same
ing.
Frederic eventually realized engineering was
Frederic began researching the company and
procedµres but not in such a
not
the
most
suitable
career
for
him
and
switched
of a man named John Petrakis, who owns
learned
fabulous fashion. It's a lot ·
to·
a
general
Business
major.
After
consulting
nine
McDonald's
restaurants in the Orlando area.
more dirty and gritty."
·
wi.th
.advisers,
Frederic
made
the
decision
to
enter
Petrakis
was
also
the sponsor of the crew team
Dupras also points out that
the
Hospitality
Management
Program.
Soon
and
the
Fellowship
of Christian Athletes.
people frequently do not see
after,
Frederic
began
interning
at
a
nightclub.
Frederic
met
with
Petrakis
and was presented a
the significance of her study.
Even·l:hough
he
eventually
worked
his
way
up
to
management
position
within
his McDonald's
"Many times I find that people
management
at
the
club,
he
realized
bar
tending
franchises.
do not underp~and the imporwas not for him.
Frederic is presently a manager at a
tance of applying antbropolog~
"There
were
many
reasons
for
this
change,
McDonald's
franchise. After his graduation,
-i cal techniques tg crime scene
but
all
of
them
had
to
do
with
the
hospitality
proFrederic
will
pursue
a career as a franchise owner
investigation;' said Dupras .
gram
at
UCF
and
the
great
faculty
that
comes
and
will
relocate
to
Cape Coral, Florida, where
"Th~y do nof realize that once
it,"
said
Frederic.
"It
wasn't
that
I
didalong
with
he
would
like
to
eventually own three
you go into.,a crime scene and
n't
love
the
bar
business,
I
just
began
to
notice
a
McDonald's
franchises
.
.start moving materials that you
lot of things in my classes that were turning my
LeBruto said: "The Rosen School of
are destroying the scene.
directions."
head
in
other
Hospitality
Management at the University of
Anthropological techniques
Frederic
realized
that
evidently,
the
palpable
Central
Florida
is the fastest growing hospitality
involve the slow, methodical
long-term
achieving
businesse.s
are
largely
management
program
in the world. As our sucexcavation and rempval of
restaurants
and
restaurant
franchises.
cessful graduates such as Tim continue to make
materials, including extensive
"I enrolled in a hospitality class with Dr. contributions to our industry, our reputation condocumentation, so that you can
LeBruto and ended up doing a group project on tinues to improve."
go into a court room and completely reconstruct a scene if
necessary."
When asked about her
feelings during the investigation, Dupras said she began
late in the investigation and
The mo.vie theater
s;ertain law enforcement offidirectly across from
cials had been searching since.
UCF, the Regal UC-7,
Engels' disappearance in 1987.
closed last week after
years of serving the
«Assisting in the search
UCF community. The
and successful recovery of
theater,
one of the
Kathy's remains brought clofew
theaters
in
sure to many people, including
Orlando that offered
her grandparents and all the
student discounts,
law enforcement agents who
was considered by
have been searching for her for
many to be a UCF
many years," said Dupras. "It
institution.
gave me a deep sense of satisfaction and contentment to
For a full story pick
know that I had helped to
up the Future next
bring some closure to these
Wednesday, Oct.
people, and that what I do can
24.
make a difference in people's
JOE KALEITA I CFF
lives.''

Hospitality Management major
starts career with McDonald's

Senior Timothy Frederic is pursuing
a career as a franchise owner

"We.
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Nursing Center receives recognition
Community Nursing Centers
wins 'Florida Association
Community Seroice Award'
DANIELLE DEPARI
STAFF WRITER

UCF has had .yet another prestigious
award added to the list of ever-growing
credentials. The School of Nursing's
Community Nursing Centers has won the
''Florida Association Community Service
Award" for 2001.
The award was presented to UCF representative Beth Stullenbarger at the state
convention in Tampa on Sept. 20. The
requirements and expectations for the

award rec1p1ent is to supply education,
general health care and a substantial
enhancement of the quality of life for communities.
Both graduate and undergraduate students are required to work on site for experience and growth in the field of their chosen career. The UCF School of Nursing has
a partnership with 10 Community Nursing
Centers that are considered prime locations
for clinical practice. Students are expected
to develop a relationship with the center
they are working with and work in the
same clinical setting throughout the duration of their involvement in the program.
Each setting is targeted for a specific community, taking into account the strengths,
weaknesses and available resources.

Each nursing center is completely
unique from the others in terms of ethnic
makeup, economic levels and population
size, however the school has clear goals for
all centers. The goals are to generate partnerships between the academic community
and the community at large, and to satisfy
the needs of the community while creating
plans of action with community partners.
Professor Beth Stullenbarger said,
"This award is affirmation of the excellent
work and service contributions of our UCF
Faculty and students to 'the neighborhoods
in Central Florida," she added. They are
addressing health issues with neighborhood residents before they become diseases and educating people about how they
can take charge of their own health."

The nursing centers have numerous
partnerships within their specific community. Some of those partnerships are
Seniors First, Farm Workers Coalition,
Partnership for Minority Health Education
and the Boys and Girls Clubs. Within these
organizations, both students and faculty
work with specific tasks, such as TB
screening and case finding in low income
neighborhoods, weekly clinicals at local
food pantries and strength training for the
elderly.
Nursing student Susan DiMarzo said,
"I completed the nursing center clinicals. I
think the nursing program on campus is
quite rare and unique. It offers something
that other schools do not. It is excellent that
it has been recognized."

Students to represent UCF at National College Media Convention
GEMA CORRALES
STAFF WRITER

Eight UCF students will be given the
opportunity to engage themselves in media
related discussions at the 80th Annual
National College Media Convention, held
Oct .25 - 28 in New Orleans.
This program represents. numerous
colleges and universities from all around
the United States. It serves as the commanding voice of the collegiate media and
advisers, and disburses information for
and about collegiate media. The NCMC
also provides a learning atmosphere that
excels in advocating standards of excel-

lence and ethical standards through all
aspects of the mass communication business.
"I'm ecstatic that UCF will be significantly represented at this convention,"
said RTV Professor Michelle Betz, who
also advises the student run radio station,
WNSC. The eight students attending will
be John Dillon, Nick Locicero, Joanna
Zwanger, Nancy Callaham, Laura Kam,
Katie Kijowski, Jenifer Jefcoat and Jason
Olsen.
The College Media Advisers and
Collegiate Broadcasters, Inc. will also be
orchestratjng their first Student Radio
Cybercast. Annually, 3,000 people, includ-

ing student academic advisers as well as
certified industry personnel, are invited to
attend this prestigious convention.
The WNSC show that will be part of
the Cybercast will be Afternoons and
.Coffee Spoons, and wil1 be broadcast from
11 a.m. - 1 p.m. the day of the Cybercast.
"I am very excited to be one of only
seven schools around the nation to get the
opportunity to webcast my radio show live
from the convention floor," said Nick
LoCicero, Afternoons and Coffee Spoons
host WNSC Station Manager.
The students will participate in a live
cybercast on Oct. 26, with the College
Media organization. Some of the various·

topics that· will be discussed can range
anywhere from tips on how to promote a
radio show to the numerous techniques
required to make the entire product come
together. In addition, there will also be a
significant number of sessions that wilJ
focus on yearbook, newspaper and magazine writing, as well as radio and television broadcasting. The students will have
the opportunity to enrich their media talents and simultaneously gain real world
experience through a hands-on process.
"This is definitely a great chance for
all the students that were selected to
enhance their knowledge on the mass communications field," said Betz.
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Finishing touches

·UCF virtual web tour

· wins national acclaim
•
•

CampusTours. com gives
UCF site 4-Star award
BECKI PANOFF
STAFF WRITER

•
•
•

•

•

•

Gone are the days of the traditional campus
visit. Most prospective students now have the opportunity to see UCF without ever ·stepping away from
the monitor of their desktop computer.
UCF~s Virtual Web Tour, which was launched
this past fall, has already been honored by the web
site CampusTours.com as it's October 2001
Featured Virtual Tour and was awarded the
CampusTours 4-Star Tour Award .
According to the web site, "The UCF Virtual
Tour is a true marvel of tour technology combining
audio, video, animation, interactive panoramas and a
slick presentation complete with Ryan, an animated
guide to the Central Florida Campus."
The CampusTours site offers virtual college
tours, webcams, campus maps, college videos,
movies and pictures to prospective college students.
The site has virtual tours from colleges all over the
country, although UCF is only one of 45 schools to
be awarded the 4-Star award, and only one of three
in the state of Florida.
"It is essentially unbiased recognition from a

The UCF Virtual Web Tour
http://www.ucf.edu/vtour/

To view the 4-star award for the Virtual
Web Tour, visit
www.CampusTours.com
web site which recognizes the importance of virtual
tours in higher education, promotes their use, and
serves as an online resource for prospective srudents
to help them find virtual tours of institutions," said
John Sharkey, Coordinator of Web Services for
Course Development & Web Services.
The UCF tour, although relatively new,
received in August, the month it was introduced,
about 21669 hits to its front page and 2,922 hits in
September. It a1so connects to a new campus map,
which provides a complete view of the Orlando
campus with building information, office listings,
directions, parking, housing, vicinity maps, and bus
routes.
''Part of the push to have a virtual tour came
from reports in the media, which state that high
school students say that these tours actually help
PLEASE SEE
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The New Recreation and Wellness Center is under construction and
will open January 2002. The new center will include 10,000 square
feet of fitness and cardio space, an indoor track, four basketball
courts, three aerobics/group exercise rooms and a climbing wall.
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Residents sign petition
to keep flag up
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FIRST -YEAR REMINDERS FOR
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Spring 2002 early registration begins October 29th
(Most freshmen will register for courses around November 13th)

•
•
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Met with your Aca<;femic Advisor?
o Discussed your academic status this current term?
o Planned your Spring 2002 course schedule?
o F_ound out what day /time you start registration?

We can helpl

Talk to an Advisor in one of these offices:

Academic Support and Advising Programs

•

•!•
•!•
•!•

Academic Exploration Program
Phillips Hall - 104, 407-823-5322
First Year Advising and Information Services
Phillips Hall,., 116, 407-823-3789
Student Academic Resource Center
Phillips Hall,., 113, 407-823-5130

Special Programs

•

•

•!•

Withdrawal
deadline for Fall
semester courses
is October 19tn
at 5pml

Multicultural Academic Support Services
Millican Hall,., 145, 407-823-2716

Unit of Academic Development and Retention
•!•

•

REMEMBERI

Academic Services for Student Athletes
Wayne Densch Sports Center"' 123, 407-823-5895

Academic Support and Advising Programs I Unit of Academic Development and Retention I Division ofStL1dent Development and Enrollment Services
' '· - -

#
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one is. It looks like they spent
quite a bit of time on it."
dents a letter of response.
Forsythe added: "The
"The paper was still liter- problem is other residents
ally hot from the copy start putting up flags that
machine, and someone from aren't tasteful, like one with a
the office came running out to picture of Bin Laden with a
our apartment when they saw machine gun. We've received
Channel 6 pull up," Loffredo calls from residents comsaid.
plaining about flags that say
University Club's letter God Bless America."
of response thanked the resi"We are actually very
dents for their patriotism and patriotic. Our company did
said they contacted the com- make donations to the Red
plex 's corporate office. They Cross and we matched any
explained that their corporate money that residents donated
office responded to the prob- up to $1000," Forsythe said.
lem by allowing students to "I don't know if we did it on
display one flag· from each this property, but we did at
apartment, but would not our North Carolina and
allow flags to hang outside Tallahassee properties."
buildings, flags with writing,
"For now they [corporate .
or more than one flag display owners] say the flag can stay,
in any apartment.
until they change their mind
"They say if we can fly again and then they tell us to
our flag, then that will give remove it ourselves," he said.
others permission to fly whatLoffredo
said,
"We
ever they want," Loffredo haven't taken our flag down
said. "But it's the American and don't plan on taking it
flag, it's not like a rebel flag.
down. We have the communiTodd Forsythe, the assis- ty and University Club resitant manager for University dents behind us."
Club said: "Most of the resisForsythe
supports
tance isn't coming from us, Loffredo's decision .
it's coming from our corpo"I always back up my
rate owners. I personally don't . management company, but
have a problem with display- this is one thing I don't agree
ing the American flag , as long with. I refuse to remove that
as they are tasteful, and this flag."

FROM PAGE
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What kind of job to search for right now
AMY LINDGREN
KRT CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT

Before the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks on the Pentagon and the
World Trade Center, the United
States economy was experiencing a slowdown. Some called it
a recession, while others hesitated to give it that label. But
most agreed that American businesses and workers were facing
tougher times.
Since then, the conversation has taken on an urgent tone.
We now anticipate the loss of
tens of thousands of jobs, particularly in industries such as
hospitality and travel. In the
short. term, at least, the only job
growth I would bet on is airport
security.
This is not the best of all
possible times to be unemployed. But if you are, we'd better get to work on getting you
back to work. Here are · some
strategies to implement:
-Take a part-time job.
Almost any job will do. The
plan ino get cash flowing back
into the. house, and to help you
structure your time. Don't worry
that the job will interfere with
your search. You need about 20
hours a week, with half of them
occurring during th~ business
day, to make a good job search.
That leaves plenty of time for
part-time work.
-Review your skills. Note
all the things you can do,
including physical labor and
serving others. As you build this
list, disregard college degrees or
career paths you've· developed.
This should be a list of the
things you can do, from which
you will choose the job targets
that are most attainable in the
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short term. If you need to veer
away from a career path for a
. year or two-, don't panic. You
can return to it if it's really
important to you.
-Structure your job search.
Since fewer companies are
advertising jobs, you will need
to create a list of places that
might have the jobs you targeted
in the above step. Create a plan
to contact five to 10 ·companies
a week, regardless of whether
they have advertised an opening.
-Revise your contact methods. It may feel efficient to post
your resume on the Internet, but
in tight times, jobs go to the
people who .know people. It's
time for you to meet more people. Start by increasing yout
networking efforts: Go to meetings; talk to friends, relatives
and colleagues; show up at
neighborhood gatherings. Do
what it takes to make connections.
-Stay focused. You need to
meet an employer face to Jace
before you can be offered a job:
Revise all your job search conversations to include "I'd like to
stop by to talk with you in person for a few minutes; would
you have time in the afternoon
any day this week?" The idea is
not to be pushy, but to identify
the employers who might be
serious about you. Those who
are serious will agree to meet 1 if
not this week, then next. Those
who aren't serious should be relegated to your B list.
-Downscale expectations.
This is not the time to hold out
for the best offer. Employers
don't know .whai the next quarter will bring and they are
responding to the uncertainty in
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Practice makes_perfect

ADAM SHIVER

I CFF

Mark Brannon sits on a bench by the reflection pond playing his guitar.
Brannon takes advantage of the recent cooler weather to enioy some
time practicing outside.
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Class starti"g soon!
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predictable ways: by limiting
salaries and other expenses.
Review your own budget and
look for ways to downscale so
that you can afford to take
lower-paying jobs.
-Take early offers. In uncertain times, an early but
mediocre offer is better than the
great job that comes too late.
The goal is to get your life back
on track as quickly as possible.
-Work close to home. This
is a surprisingly touchy subject,
but I've notic~d that many workers would rather drive an hour to
a job with a higher salary than
make a short commute to a job
lower on the economic or social
scale. We have come to believe
that career advanc~ment is more
important than our daify lives.
But I see extensive commuting
as an infringement on my personal life. I also see it as an
issue of economic and world
justice. (Why should we use so
much energy just to get to work
each day?)
That's tricky territory for a
job search column, so let me
just ask: If gas prices doubled,
could you afford to keep the job
60 miles from your home? If the
answer is no, think hard before
you take' it. Better yet, focus
your efforts on companies within 20 miles and you won't have
to deal with an offer out of your
neighborhood.
-Try not to worry. Whatever
else is going on, remember that
your primary task is to find just
one job. Don't carry the burden
of the world into your interviews. Just straighten your
shoulders, give a firm handshake, and tell your interviewer
why you're the best person for
the job.
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KAPLAN
1·BOO·KAP·TEST
.. kaptest.com
Test Prep, Admissions and Guidance. For life __
•MCAT is a r lstered traaemark of the Association of American Medical Colle es.
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The Future is searching high and IOw
The Central Florida Future is looking for dedicated paid News and Opinion
writers. If you are interested in journalism, want clips for your portfolio, or want
experience working for the student newspaper serving the University of Central
Florida since 1968, then please contact Becki Panoff at editor@ucffuture.com or
Amy Edwards at Opinion@ucffuture.com.
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Student Gov01nment Reporter
~;Police B~of Reporter!f
GQoerol Ne"'5 Writers
Opinio~ Writers
1
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.BOOKSTORE-

•

20% .off all apparel !
(including hats)

•
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Come in early on weekdays and get .an
EXTRA 10°/o off (total 30% off) between
the hours of 8:30am and 11 :30 am .
CB&s· Bookstore
12140 Collegiate Way
407-382-1617.
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•
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Sun lpm to

6pIQ//Mo~-Thur

8:30 am to 8pqi// Sat lOam to 6:00pm

We are proud to be the exclusive retail outlet for all ,
Knight's Lockeroom Apparel (sold at the stadium)
****CHECK TIDS OUT ••••the coupon can also be used
. for an additional 10% OFF already reduced items on
· our SALE RACK ! ! ! You have to see this selection.
----c~~re------------------------------------------Coupon good at CB&S Bookstore only. Coupon dates are Oct 17 to Oct 23, 2001
One coupon, per customer, per transaction. Coupon can be used towards one item of
clothing. No cash value . Cannot be used in combination with any other offers. Cashier
will take an additional 10% off one item of clothing if coupon is presented between 8:30
am and 11 :30 am on Thursday, Friday,
·
·
20°/o off one clothin item ...... Monday or Tuesday only ...... [30°/o off selected ·hours]

Hundreds at Berkeley
protest U.S. bombings
SANDRA GONZALES
KRT CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT

SAN JOSE, Calif. - One day after the
United States began its counter-attack against
the Taliban, Berkeley college students, true to
form, rallied against the bombing.
And, as usual, there were opinions everywhere as faculty and students gathered at
Sproul Plaza on the University of CaliforniaBerkeley campus where a noon rally organized
by Berkeley Stop the War Coalition enqmraged students to walk-out of class.
Though organizers said they expected
thousands of 'Students, police put the crowd at
abo~t 500 people.
"We mourn the loss of innocent lives," said
Ly-Hong Nguyen, with the Asian and Pacific
Islanders Coalition Against War. Nguyen urged
the crowd to stand in solidarity with the Arabs,
Muslims and Middle Easterners. "We demand
the U.S. stop bombing Afghanistan," Nguyen
·
shouted.
One by one, sp¥akers spoke out for peace
and against war, while a smaller, albeit loud
contingent of students in the crowd, drowned
out some of the -anti-war protesters with jeers
and a competing chant: "Hey, hey, ho, ho, the
Taliban has got to go."
His voice hoarse from debating anti-war
protesters, Patrick Davidson made no secret
where his sentiments lay as he held a sign high
over his head with a banner that read "They are
fighting for you."
"They're not bombing innocent people,
they're bombing the Taliban military operations. The Taliban has chosen to be our enemies," Davidson, 19, told an anti-war protester.
His_protestations did little to persuade the
woman, who eventually left in apparent disgust. But Davidson continued as anti-war protesters debated him one by one.

Meanwhile, John Behrs, 20, a fellow student who shared Davidson's sentiment waved a
flag. "You usually just hear one voice out here,
we wanted to show the other side," Behrs said.
By far a larger contingent of students
denounced the war with the fervor typical of
Berkeley students. "I think the bombing by the
U.S. government is going to create more of a
humanitarian crjsis in Afghanistan," said Hoku
Jeffrey, 24. "It's going to worsen an already
bad situation and we're going to see more
racial attacks on Arabs."
Many wore green arm bands that stood for
so1jdarity with Arab, Muslim and Middle
Easterners, and identified those that wouJd
come to_ the aid of any of such person facing
racist harassment or attacks.
Though the crowd dwindled after the noon
hour, with small groups still singing, and
debating one another, protesters promised
more anti-war rallies to come with yet another
planned for later that evening at a downtown
Berkeley BART station.
No arrests were reported at Monday's noon
rally.
Meanwhile there are other peace demonstrations in the Bay Area.
A small group of Fremont, Calif., activists
said they will participate in a vigil for peace
from 6-7 p.m. daily through Friday at the intersection of Fremont Boulevard and Mowry
Avenue.
"I think this is the most important place in
the nation to have a peace vigil because of the
Afghan community here," said vigil organizer
Monica Vincent of Fremont's large Afghan
population.
The Peninsula Peace and Justice Center
will also participate in daily pe_ace demonstrations at 5 p.m: every evening this week starting
at the .intersection of El Camino Real and
Embarcadero Road.

Spirit

UCF is now using an automated system to detect plagiarism.
Be advised that any papers you submit to class can now be
checked quickly and easily for evidence of submitting someone
else's work. For more information, visit www.turnitin.co,m

LEGAL
SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides students with assistance
in selected areas of law such as landlord/tenant, consumer,
chapter 7 bankruptcy, criminal, traffic, & uncontested
dissolutions. Qualified students can receive consultation
and representation. free of charoe. ·

Student Legal Services.
407-823-2538, SRC 155.

Police
on the

http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~stulegal

Funded by A&SF as allocated by Student Government.

() \

prowl
Spirit police will be
roaming UCF's
campus on Black and
Gold Fridays. The
spirit officers will be
handing out citations
to students wearing
clothing of other
.universities. The
citations are, in
actuality, discount
coupons for the UCF
bookstore to allow
students to purchase
UCF gear.
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.Pick the Size that's Right for You •••.
and Get Great Rates all the Time!

•

S29.99 ·

•
•

S39.99
•

S11.99
•>

•

•

• Great low rates - home and away
• Minutes carry over and never expire
•Instantly rechargeable - add minutes
to your card anytime
• Great international rates
• MinutePass makes great gifts too!

Get vour MinutePass NOW!
Visit

Call

Go to

minute pass.com

1~800-2S6-S482

TARGET.
(at participating stores)

By purchasing or using this card, you accept these Terms and the Terms listed at both www.minutepass.com and with Customer Service at 1-800-325-0754, as they are updated
from time to time. Additional shipping and handling charges may apply. Maximum telecom value 8¢ - 12¢ a minute, depending on card purchased. Pay phone calls have an
additional 25¢ surcharge. Minute value assumes no pay phone calls. Call prices are rounded to the nearest whole cent. Usage rounded to the next full minute.
© 2001 Telecom*USA. All Rights Reserved.

Free speech green, parking addressed
FROM PAGE
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maybe three, at the most, ever
parked there," Fouraker said.
"Can't some of those be
turned into spaces for cars?"
Hitt said there are plans
for a fourth garage to be built
east of the arena and the current dirt lot will be a paved,
providing about 700 spaces.
"No money comes from
the state for parking," Hitt
said. "Decal fees are the main
source of income."

Organizations lose
funding
A member of the water ski
team represented his teammates and members of the
crew team when he asked Hitt
about funds being cut.
"We were getting money
from athletics, but now our
account has been frozen
because of Title 9," the student said. "The money was
given to us, and now it's been
taken away without being
replaced by another source."
Hitt said many programs
are seeing the effects of budget cuts and a weakening
economy. "I have let the people who are closest to programs decide where the cuts
should be made," he said.
A radio-television major
also asked about funding
being cut for a radio program
she participates in.
Hitt said students should
direct specific questions to the
director of the program or the
college's dean. "The school
will be able to provide you
with more information than I
can," Hitt said.

Greeks
Josh Brewer, member of
Phi Gamma Delta, asked Hitt
about the prospects for building a Greek Park 2.
Hitt said: "I've always
wanted to do it. I think it
would be a great development
for the campus."
Some of the opposition of
the past has faded, Hitt said.
"It's currently being reviewed
in the master plan."
Another student asked
about rumors of · police
patrolling Greek Park more
than any other area on campus.
Vice President Merck said
that while Greek Park has the
most potential for underage
drinking and DUis, there are
actually more DUI arrests on
campus for people who aren't
students. "It's predominately
non-student DUI arrests that
are made on campus," Merck
said.
Hitt said that while he
doesn't want Greek Park to be
singled out, the police do need
to patrol the area for potential
offenses.

Campus safety
A student asked about

forming designated smoking
areas on campus. She referred
to UCF as a "giant ashtray"
and a$ked why there weren't
more receptacles. She said students throw cigarettes on the
ground instead of putting them
out in the urns.
Merck said he would look
into the situation and put more
receptacles in high traffic
areas.
On-campus housing security was addressed when a student asked about the recent
burglary at Seminole Hall.
"I have no control if my
roommates lock or unlock their
doors," a resident said. She
was concerned because she
shares a bathroom that allows
access to two separate rooms
and the bathroom doors don't

Coming

lock.
If her roommates left their
door unlocked, a burglar could
enter her room, even if she
locked her door, the resident
said.
Merck told the student the
bathrooms don't lock because
of a fire code regulation, and
the new dorms have a different
floor plan. Merck said,
"Everyone needs to lock their
doors."
Hitt closed by stating,
"Open forums like this are a
great opportunity to get these
issues in the air." He said
administrators don't always
know about what's important
to the students, and this is a
way to interact and get
answers.

outl
National Coming Out
Day, hosted by thet
Gay, Bisexual, and
lesbian Student Union
(GBLSU) was held ~'.1st
Thursday outside the
Student Union.
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Mission Statement
We, the University of .Central Florida Student Government Associatio
are the leaders of University of Central Florida's Student Body. Our mission is to make our organization the best in the state of Florida by
increasing services to students in the area of campus life, by becoming
the representative voke of our Student Body, and by creating an in tell
tual environment condu<ive to learning, mutual respect, ttidividuaI and
.coHective achievement, acceptance- ........a-....,-""'ttandif19·-
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Production of site was a 'team effort'
TourUCF
received
4The
VirtualtheWeb
Star award from
CampusTours.com..
The site guides
visitors to the web
site around UCF's
campus in cyber-
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FUTURE

resources permit. We are also
interested in developing · a·
them work through the college Spanish version, and another tout
selection process, providing for graduate students," said
information on everything from Sharkey.
school traditions to meal plans,"
Course Development and
said Sharkey, who was a main Web Services (CDWS) created
force behind the web site. "It is the tour, which was produced
especially useful for those who with financial support from the
cannot easily or economically Division of Academic Affairs in
visit the campus, or to refresh association
with
Student
prospective students' memories Development and Enrollment
after they return home from actu- Services ·and the Center for
al visits."
Distributed Learning. UCF stuAccording to Sharkey, sta- dents mainly created the site and
tistics available say that 77 per- complete credits can be found on
cent of prospective students will the
credit
page
at
"use the Internet to narrow col- http://www.ucf.edu/vtour/htmlPa
lege choices."
ges/credits.html.
"The plan is to updatetwice
Sharkey said, "It , was very
per year, hopefully after the fall much a team effort by our proand spring semesters, as our duction teams and the other
offices involved. We started with
the actual walking tour that a student takes, and developed it into
something that could be experienced online."
"I think we captured some of
the entertaining moments of the
walking tour by having some
humor throughout the video
components of the virtual tour. I
think this helps show a confidence in UCF as an organization
and helps ease the worries a new
student is facing," he said.
One of the main goals of the
site was accessibility to its target
audience - prospective and existing undergraduate college students and their parents or
guardians.
"As chair of the UCF
Accessibility Task Force, I hoped
I helped to influence the staff that
it had to be accessible," said
Barbara Truman-Davis, Director
of Course Development & Web
Services.
The CampusTours.com site
also commended UCF for its
accessibility,
saying
"the
University of Central Florida has
gone the extra distance in designing an accessible version of the
tour for people with disabilities."
The site added, "The
University of Central Florida is
one of the first institutions we
have encountered to have
designed a complete "accessible
version" of their virtual tour. In
fact, the Central Florida tour
even provides a scaled-down version (the HTML Version) of their
full multimedia tour for those
who may have slower Internet
connections or lack the most
recent software required for the
high-end tour."
FROM PAGE
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Students vvorking ·for students
The University of Central Florida's Student Government

www.sga.ucf.edu

•
Student Legal Services- Provides <urrentiy enrotled students the advise
of an attorney when they a.htidpate or encounter lega4 dfffkulties. Legctl

presentation up.to and h'i<;ludln9 alf sta9~s of trlaf, in certain cases~ free
of charg·e. Not<try serv1ce ls provkled free of<hdrge.
stugen~ .Government Services "".::::::::::::;;:;~~:----.. J<iost<~ Vtsitthe...StQ(fenf Government KIOSK, which~is adjacent to,M ,i llkan

HaJJ,. to get d1re!tiogs around the "'U£:Lciunpus, ·inf6rm9tion, or the Lost<md

Fourip,. Thfs fadlity js,home fo many e~~nJn~1 a~nd week~nd s_etvices, ort <amPiJS such as S'EP5 (Student'E~rnft Mtr61 s_
ervfce) whkh WiU tak~ you around
camp!Js;;safelY a!,ter h.()u~s. 4p7~8:i.3-2.4;24 . . .
· ' r
Stu~nt Government CQrnputer LClb~S:tu~ent Uni0n, 2.nd floor1 407~8232831. Student Gpvemment provides lflustrator, a computer l<lb offt:!ring 40
10rkin9 statlonstPegasus E-mail, Mkrosoft offJce, (Word, 'Powerpoint,
Excel) PageMaker, P.hotqshop, ·Copy .Services, loternet, Color scannin9 and
printing, Typewriting, Laser-priri,ting, Clip Art collection, and helpfuf assistahce.
Tefephones- Stu de.t it <:iovernment p"rovides free telephones for students ./',
use on campus. These phon~s ca,.n be used by first dialing '17'' .f or off campus
calls and by dialing"_}" before,an on-campus extension.
• Ttcket Ce6ter-"stu<tent Union1 1st floor, 407-823-2069, Here you can purchase dis.counted attraction and movie tickets, a~ well as .anyTkket-Master
tickets.
Creative ..S.c::boof- The Creative.Schoof for Chi[dren (Educatioffifi Center for
t'1ild Developmi:nt) provides an .educatiori program,including kin<lergarten-.

first .51rade, for childn wtwo through seven."' ...
Stu~ntGovernment Scholarships• Wfw's Who, P'egasu~Seat ·9nd ~he
l~timat.efarrscholarshi~?· f>t:aJline fon:1tl sc:holarsnips i$ Oece"!penst, 20?1.

Executive Br-1lrich Projeds
~
.. Wfio1S'Who~t· uc;_F-Apuhlicatlonfeaturing the tqp..1oostodentsat ,
f1cF ·intfl~Jo-Uowing at~as~ p<:¥i¢mi<::sl:'< q.\hletics, comrnuntty s~ke:and
;JJ

• leadersnlp. 'f:he mag"aziri>e wH1.be-qlStrtbtrte9 to,.fertune,$Q<Ycom'.pan1esi · __,___ ,_
· state and national legislators, and area tms'frte--s,ses.,,Appti&tions:.are,avaH-)t>teonjjne@www.sga.ucf.edu. ·
... _ ....... ·
..
, SG:A Day...,O
A pay to come out and meet your Stud~nt Govern~nt offi... ·
· cers, find. outmore about SGA ask questions andI te-arn how
to get,,
.
iQVotved ·
"'"
/
.·
.MldKnrght ~reakfast-- Ou ring the week of finals, Breakfast is served to
an th'ose students studying into the late~liours of th~ ntgnt. /
legislative Breakfast-: .A chance fotstud~nt$ t<?;_inteyact w~th Stat~
l~aders ind4ding the H9use ofRepr~s~ntatives' aocl Sen~te. Qpportu.nity
for Student Government
lobby "tor th~"need$ of students"'·
.
.
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I always saw myself working in an office . But it turned out I like

thinking on my feet, doing ten things at once. I like managing a
balance sheet impacting a $5 billion company. And I definitely
like the potential to earn more money than my friends clim~ing
the corporate ladder.
lt~s

a little surprising how much I enioy it.. But Enterprise is a

'

surprising place . They train me . Support me . Reward me when

I perform . Yet they let me do it my way,, and l~ve never learned
so much in my life.

MJ

ftrJfTMl trtttrfrise
Enterpris
/c r rs
Ent~r1is~~ appJlieonit,$,, ple01~ ~d ~e:Sill.!nl&
to: Chr·ist~n~ Todd, Req11.1itiin~1 S:tLp.e.rvisor,,
l 30 Unive,r~ity Park Dr:., Ste. 23$,

Wif;lter Pork, FL 3.2792.
phone: (40:7), 670-.1733 ext. 20,1
fax: {407) 67'0-1744
e-mail: ctodd@erac.com
EOE
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Did you know?
.

-

COMPILED BY

BECKI PANOFF

There are no public toilets. in Peru.
Nearly all windmills turn counter-clockwise.
In the scrolling final credits of Disney's
Fantasia, the sorcerer's name is listed as
"Yensid'' - Disney spelt backwards.

..
..

Houc

campus was Beta Theta Pi in
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Spring 2000. Theta Chi fraternity
will likely be asked to colonize
sometime this coming Spring, and
. 6reek Expansion
Sigma
Nu fraternity will also likely
Just one year since the addition
of Kappa Alpha Theta and Sigma be asked to colonize sometime next
Lambda Gamma sororities; the fall.
Currently, the UCF Greek
UCF Greek Council is again
Council comprises seventeen NIC
exploring its options to expand.
UCF's Interfraternity Council fraternities (national men's organi(IFC), the governing body of men's zations governed by the National
fraternities , has shown special Interfraternity Council), nine NPC
interest in Lambda Sigma Upsilon, sororities (national women's sorora historically Latin-American fra- ities governed by the National
ternity. Nelson Nieves, the Director . Panhellenic Council), seven NPHC
of Retention for Lambda Sigma fraternities and sororities (historiUpsilon, will travel to Orlando on cally African-American organizaNov. 7 to make presentation to the tions governed by the National
IFC. This would mark the fourth Pan-Hellenic Council), and two
traditionally
Latin/ Hispanic Diversified Greek Council sororiGreek-lettered organization on ties (historically Latin women's
sororities) .
campus.
And with a. growing student
The Interfraternity Council
will also be looking to add two population and a Greek community
other fraternities by next fall. population of more than 2,500
While two sororities have been members, the UCF Greek Council
added in the past year, the last fra- has no plans of slowing its
ternity to colonize on the UCF unprecedented growth.
NATHAN

Ferrets come in two body types: the
familiar "whippet" or "greyhound," which is
typified by a long, slinkrappearance. The
other variant is the "bulldog," which is usually shorter in height and length, and
-stockier in build.
Americans
purchase an estimated 20 million
pounds of candy
corn for Halloween
each year, and 93
percent of American
children go trick-ortreating.
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Birthdays
Oct. 17, 1969 .. [Nelust] Wyclef Jean,
singer, musician
Oct. 18, 1939, Mike Ditka, Football Hall of
Farner
Oct. 19, 1945, John
Lithgow, Emmy Awardwinning actor
Oct. 20, 1971, Snoop
Dogg (Cordozar
"Calvin" Broadus],
singer
Oct. 21, 1833,
Alfred Bernhard
Nobel, chemist,
industrialist, created the Nobel
Prizes d: 1896

According to the
Detroit Free Press, 68
percent of professional
hockey players have lost
at least one tooth.

Oct. 22, 1952, Jeff Goldblum, actor
Oct. 23, 1959, Weird Al [Alfred Matthew]
Yankovic, singer, comedi_an

October holidays?
October is: Adopt-A-Dog Month,
Computer Learning Month, National Apple
Jack Month, National Car Care Month,
National
Clock
Month,
National
Cosmetology_ Month, National Dessert
Month, National Pickled Pepper Month,
National Popcorn Peppin' Month Nationar
1

•

Pretzel Month, National Sarcastics Month,
National Seafood Month, National Kitchen
and
Bath
Month,
and
Vegetarian
Awareness
Month,
Breast
Cancer
Awareness Month
from
http://library.thinkquest.org/2886/oct.htm .

Quote of the Week
"There are three things men .can do
with women: love them, suffer for them, or
turn them into literature."

.- STEPHEN~JIUS .
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In the end, peace will prevail
MATTHEW COBBS
STAFF WRlTER

On Sunday, Oct. 7, the
attacks against the terrorist world
began and Americans watched
the retaliation toward our enemies.
Anyone who turned on a
television saw that in the dark-·
ness of the Afghanistan countryside, attacks were beg1nning. The
details were sketchy as to exactly
what was happening in the explosions. The American military was
cutting off the communication

capabilities of the terrorists.
Besides that, there were reports
of taking out weapons and training camps. Of course, after hearing about this I wondered if it
was the best thing at this time.
People are doing their best to
forget the tragedies of Sep. 11. It
will take time for most to even
begin .to forget what happened,
and this is important to do. At the
same time, we must do what is
necessary to prevent terrorists
from damaging any more of
Ame1ica. Lives were lost on our
soil and are going to be abroad,

because we are attacking and time again that in order to
moving in on Afghanistan. This achieve freedom, sacrifice is necis the right thing to do at this essary. People are going to die,
point.
but this
is
unfortunately
Some would argue that strik- inevitable. There is a price for
ing back is the only action to take freedom and peace. Americans
right now. I don't necessarily feel . know that and most accept what
this way because I think we could comes with it. President Bush has
have benefited from simply proven to be a strong leader in
rebuilding what we lost. But, the these trying weeks and he's conright thing to do was begin imme- vinced that we will win this war.
diate and successful retaliation.
This conflict will be eventuRebuilding our lives is going to ally resolved. In the way of wintake a very long time and so it's ning or losing, America has
necessary to start getting even.
already lost. People have died,
It has been said time and airports have forever changed

and the economy continues to
decline. We can't tum back the
clock and stop Sep. 11, so we are
doing what is necessary to restore
peace.
Attacking others may not
seem like a good way to preserve
peace, but it is essential. History
has proven that without laying
down the law against the determined, they will continue to persevere. The terrorists are a determined group and Americans need
to realize that this is going to be a
fight without a winner, but hopefully peace in the end.

'·

Dream dates: a woman's perspective_
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

Ladies, the day will come, if it
hasn't already, when your special
someone will ask you to describe
your idea of a dream date. If he hasn't asked, perhaps your best plan of
action is to casually pass this along to
him, so he doesn't assume that
.wrestling in a pool full of Jell-0, dining on Budweiser and pizza and parting with a tender groi-)e on the bottom
is the same thing you have in mind
for a dream date.
From a girl's perspective, I think
most of us can agree that the standard
components of any dream dat¥
involve a little wining and dining,
politeness and pampering, and above
all, allowing a girl to call the shots.
Beyond that, dream dates vary
with each girl's personality. Some
girls might find a picnic on a private
island mQre thrilling than a helicopter ride.over Hawaii, followed by
a seven-day stay. Maybe they are
easy to please, or maybe they don't
know better.
Candles, rose petals and a pricey
meal may be another girl's wildest
dream come true. And then there are
tamer girls who describe their dream
date as a bungee jumping, skydiving,
mountain-biking extravaganza.
A friend of mine described her
dream date in very thorough detail,
outlining several conditions. Her
desire was to ride in a horse-drawn
carriage on Daytona Beach because
it was one of the few beaches that
allowed transportation on the sand.
She stipulated the date would only
work on a warm sunny day, free of
overcast skies, so that she may tan
while riding on the beac~. Her only
dining request was two bottles of
champagne that she and her date may

drink straight out of the bottle during
their ride.
My sister's dream date, which
consequently has already come true,
was a three-day famping trip with
her boyfriend last fall. Campfire
cookouts, stargazing, tent and sleeping bag accommodations were an
integral part of her dream-date experience. But what's the dream aspect
of not being able to shower for three
days?
I read in a magazine that one
woman's idea of a dream date was to
dine on cherry Coke and bread, wrestle in a pool of shirt buttons and wad
up dollar bills and throw them at her
date. Something worth trying once I
suppose. I've been a cherry Coke
drinker for most of my life anyway.
How about driving with your
date to the East Coast to watch the
sunrise and then driving to the West
Coast to catch the sunset the same
day? Well, there is nothing dreamy
about getting out of bed before sunrise or spending an extended number
of hours trapped in a car.
My favorite idea of a dream date
belongs to my best friend. She wishes to ride in a hot air balloon,
equipped with a karaoke machine, so
she and her date could sing during
their ride.
Then there remains the old-fashioned and traditional ideas of a
dream date. Like being whisked
away on a private je~ to dine in an
elegant restaurant in France, followed by a kiss on top of the Eiffel
Tower. Or renting out an old castle
for the day, furnished with a staff of
servants to serve you like royalty.
Both ideas seem somewhat ordinary
and predictable.
As for me, my idea of a dream
date includes two things: my date's
credit card and an open bar tab.
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Responsibilities
In regard to Matthew Cobbs stating that
the draft, "is against the grain of our country," and compares the present situation to
that of Vietnam, I just don't see how he
could have come up with these ideas. For
one, being part of a society brings as much
privileges as responsibilities. Second, I do
understand that the idea of drafting is frighterring, but is the task of protecting this great
society a choice or a responsibility? It is
funny how he points out that being forced to
defend our liberties is against our liberties.
Lastly, if he believes the present situation is

··different from that in Vietnam, why did he
choose this example? Obviously, the population's sentiment for both situations are com, pletely different.

- KENSETI CHAMPNEY

Graduate Fair, which was to be held to provide
information to students about graduate proWhile I understand the necessity for advergrams, and to make students aware of graduate
tisements to fund a free newspaper, or any
programs on our campus. On page A-7 I found
newspaper for that matter, I found a couple
an ad for the University of Miami's graduate
things rather interesting in the Oct.3 edition of
programs.
the Future. On page A-3 there was an article
Maybe this is a blatant contradiction.
about the new Pride and Traditions Committee
Maybe it is totally innocent. Maybe nobody on
of UCF. The article mentioned the "spirit
the staff noticed. I noticed. I find it odd that
police" and the handing out of "citations" for
our campus' paper would advertise for other
wearing shirts from other schools on spirit
schools in the first place. But I find' it rather
days. On page A-4 there was an ad for
hypocritical to put these ads in close proximity
Continuing Education for the University of
. to such articles.
Florida.
On the same page was an article about the
_- c - RHANDI GILES

Advertisements

Rhandi,
The editorial staff sees only where ads
wiU be placed on the pages, not what those
ads are as they are doing the design of the
publication. Similarly, the advertising
manager has no idea of the editorial content
of the paper as he positions ads in the
layout. We do this to ensure no favoritism or
conflict of interest, and to keep the editorial
and advertising divisions of the paper fully
·
separated.

We do accept advertising for graduate
programs from other state campuses. While
UCF excels in certain graduate areas, others
offer graduate degrees and curriculum that
we feel are of interest to UCF students. I
don't believe that dims the fact that we all
feel UCF is the best undergraduate
destination in the state!

- BRIAN-LINDEN
CFF -Production Manager
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How to start your own religion
CHRIS ZAPATIER
STAFF WRITER

It took you 18 years to get into college.
It'll take about 18 m.inutes to pay for it.

Your next study break could pay for your education. That is, if you use it to
log on to our Web site and find out how easy getting financial support can
be. Because joining the Air ~orce ROTC can provide you with up to 100 percent
plus up to $400 of additional spending

of your tuition, fees and book costs -

money every month. And money is only the beginning. You'll gain skills you'll
use your entire career -

To find out how, visit

like leadership, team-building and physical fitness.
AFROTC.COM

or call 1 -800-522-0033, ext. -2091.
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Bookstore
Your on -c;1111pus

~tore
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Mon.-Thurs. 8am-7pm.
Friday
8am-5pm.
Saturday 10am-2pm.

•
•
•

Phone
(407) 823-2665

.

I have decided to start my own religion. Not some fly-oy-night
cult, -but my very own religion. Although my own cult sounds
incredibly cool, I'm looking for something more long term, something that will still be around 2000 years from now. I realize that I
am not going to live for~ver, so I want to leave a legacy that will.
I've even come up with a really nifty name for my faith: Christianity;
after yours truly.
Just between you and me, what I really want is power, and lots
of it. I realize that the quickest way to come to power is to conquer
my fellow Americans and rule them with an iron hand, but I do not
currently have an.army at my disposal. Besides, I don't want to build
my empire on conquered subjects thirsting for revolution; I want the
kind of lifelong, fanatic~ devotion that only religion can garner.
Right about now you're probably wondering, "Who the heck is
gonna subscribe to your religion and why?" I'll tell you who: the lo~t
and lonely, the down-on-their-luck, and the millions of simple minds
who need a purpose for their aimless existences. And I'll tell you
why, because I'm going to prey on the fear of death, mankind's
Achilles' heel. Consider that throughout the ages, the "meaning of
life" has been pondered and debated more than any other subject and
is still no closer to being understood than the first time it was discussed. If I profess to have the answer to this mystery, I will become
more than a king among men, I'll be a king of kings among men.
And that is exactly what I am going to do. I am going to convince
people that they need not question the meaning of life any longer, for
life is but a journey to a supernatural paradise, a never 'ending state
of ethereal bliss, but unwavering adherence to a Christianity" is the
oJ;J.ly ·way to get there. If I make people believe that there is a sanctuary from pain and suffering, a world wliere residents are reunited
with long-dead loved ones, they will gladly devote themselves to
lifelong servitude to secure eternal lodging. The best part about this
empty paradise promise is that I never have to worry about my dissatisfied customers exposing me as a fraud, by the time they find out
they've been had, it's too late! But for this opportunity to work properly, there has to be commensurate repercussions for failure to practice my faith. There has to be a place equally as bad ·as my Utopian
hereafter is good, a place where man's worst fears abound and every
waking moment is spent in anguish, and those who choose not to
embrace Christian dogma will be condemned to spend infinity there.
I asked five people what they would consider the worst way to spend
eternity, and four of them answered perpetual b1:1fning, so burning it
is.
Last but not least, let me to tell you about Christianity's supplemental literature. Since I dislike writing anything besides humor, I
just slapped together a bunch of ancient Aesop-style fables, plagiarized a handful of stories from ancient religious texts, -then wrote
myself into some actual historical events to make it read like I was
responsible for their occurrence.
Now I must address some of the negatives of spiritual imperialism. My deistic status will no doubt come with a substantial measure of accountability. When puppies get run over, babies are born
hare lipped and grannies succumb to cancer, my people will come
crying to me wondering why I didn't protect them from Mother
Nature's Darwinian standard operating procedures. I've come up
with two solutions for this inevitable problem: 1) I'm toying with the
idea of a nemesis, an archenemy that exists only to thwart my benevolent agenda, someone or something who revels in perpetuating sorrow, evil, etc. And whenever my followers find themselves waist
high in shit luck, they'll know who to blame. 2) Faith. Like the
proverbial carrot always dangling two feet in front of the mule, faith
will keep my people working towards their goal of a ceaselessly sublime afterlife. Any questions I cannot answer I will answer with
"faith." When a member of my congregation wonders aloud why I
allow bombs to be dropped on children in the Middle East, or why I
don't simply wave my omnipotent hand and feed the multitudes of
starving people in Africa, my followers will be assured that there is
some divine purpose to my apathy and their suffering. "Have faith,"
my flock of sheep will baa, "Chris works in mysterious ways." And
when I am long gone and my followers begin to feel abandoned, my
book will ease their fears with assurances that my return to absolute
power is just around the comer, just have "faith."
Undoubtedly, there are going to be certain brainy types who will
insist on using science, archaeology, paleontology, historical records
and just plain common sense to point out inconsistencies in my book
and conundrums in my doctrines. I'm not too worried about them
though, I'm gonna make them out to be "lost souls" rather than educated skeptics. Besides, I intend to make my people so obdurate to
reason that if there is a real God, even he won't be able to undo their
brain washing.
I have big plans for Christianity. If things work as well in practice as they do on paper, my divine brainchild will be global by this
time next year. I know how farfetched the idea sounds, but something tells me it just might work.
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College professors: licensed to import terrorists
going on and obviously someone in
our intelligence agency missed the
boat. These little supporters, per~ In the weeks following Sept. forming fundraising efforts for so11, many disturbing facts have called "humanitarian · causes"
surfaced. But nothing hits closer should not be allowed to .run around
to home than the recent accusa- crying ''Death to America, Death to
tions made about a professor of Israel" without someone noticing.
computer engineering at the And by noticing, I mean deporting.
University of South Florida. Dr. It certainly does no good to casually
Sarni Al-Arian has been suspend- question terrorist supporters. That
ed with pay following public sus- won't work, I know that, I am
picions linking Al-Arian to the
Palestinian Jihad.
Let me first back up and
explain why this has a particular
significance. As an ex-student of
.
USF, it disturbs me deeply to
know that a faculty member at the
institution of learning I subscribed
to, was not only organizing
fundraising efforts to suppoi:t the
Jihad, but also importing his
"friends" from othe_r countries.
Their main focus was to bring
money and attention to a cause
that would ultimately bring "death
to Israel," in the words of professor Al-Arian.
This was all happening at
South Florida-that means
Tampa. Take I-4 west for about an
hour and you're there.
Now, by no means do I think
we should begin deporting anyone who contributes to so-called
"humanitarian organizations,"
because I understand we live in a
mostly free society in which we
are guaranteed basic rights of
individual free speech. Still, I do
feel it is necessary, more so
unavoidable, that we investigate
such alleged allegiances between
our professors and established
groups that support violent acts of
terrorism. So again, for all you
fanatics who are now screaming
for equality and elimination of
racial or religious prejudices, let
me be perfectly clear: we should
not jump to any conclusions when
concerned with basic civil rights,
rights afforded by the constitution
of the United States. Let us
remain fair.
With that said, can someone
please explain to me why we have
terrorist supporters teaching in
our public universities? Why is it
that taxpayer dollars are being
used for professors to import
more terrorist supporters back to
the United States? Even if I have
it partially wrong, even if by some
slight chance this man happens to
D
be cleared of charges, how can he
explain the ~any other terrorist
supporters he brought over from
Palestine, Afghanistan, or one of
m
those other Middle Eastern countries?
Something very sketchy is
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRITER

•

assuming you ~ have good sense
and know it as well, so what is
going on in our nation that our FBI
and CIA officials don't know it?
Okay, they are the experts; I
should trust that they know more
than I, a lowly college student.
However, people have been known
in the past to make a wrong decision
concerning foreign and domestic
policies, our economy and even war.
Is this situation not so applicable?

I am not bomb happy. I do not
declare war on anyone with a turban. I am simply suggesting that
maybe our public universities
should not be employing fundraising-happy terronst supporters, especially ones who bring their friends
on over from well-known terrorist
infested countries. Is racial profiling
a solution? No. Background
checks? Absolutely. This is a free
country, however, it can be seen as
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the public versus the private. The
good of society versus the individual rights of our citizens.
I feel my private good is the
right to not be blown up. So as an
American, I say if you are contributing to campaign efforts geared
toward the violent downfall of our
country, or for that matter apy other
country, you have no business living
here or being supported by taxpayer
dollars.
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We've got the real facts
about college health
issues _like sex, drugs,
•
alcohol, body image,
steroids, etc., etc.,
etc. For more info,
us a call or stop in.

".

407-823-5457~
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Student Health
Servir::es

·1-P ~ou accider\-tall~ ~o-t
J

pre~r\ar\-t)

could ~ou
s-till tvlake i-t -to
~radua-tior\?

Depa-Prover-a ts 99.1""7o e.P.Pective
tr\ prever\-ttr\~ Ur\Wor\-ted pre~r\ar\cies.
Jt

If you're not ready, you're not ready. That's
why more women than ever are choosing
Depo-Provera. Yqu need just one shot on tim~
every 3 months to stay pregnancy-protected.
So you _can focus on Chemistry not maternity.

periods altogether after a few months and some
may experience a slight weight gain. You shouldn't
use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant, if you
have had any unexplained periods, or if you have a
history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver
disease. When using Depo-Provera, there may be
a possible decrease in bone density.

Remember. Depo-Provera doesn't proter,t you
from HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted
diseases.

If you're not ready to get pregnant, be ready
with effective birth control: Depo-Provera. Ask
your health care professional if prescription
Depo-Provera is right for you.

Some women using Depo-Provera experience
side effects. The most common are irregular
periods or spotting. Many women stop having
>

•
www.depo-prover-a.cof\il

. See what Depo-Proverl! is all about. Go to:

B>irth · con-:trol ~au -think aB>ou-t
jus-t 1-F~ a ')ear:
Please see important product information on adjacent page.

© 2001 Pharmacia & Upjohn Company, a subsidiary of Pharmacia Corporatioh
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Place your ad today! 407-365-7656 (classified@UCFjutur¢.com)
.. ,~'"i· ,. .._,r.;.;.:.·-:··

$$ Get Paid For Your Opinions! $$
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey!
www.money4opinions.com

HELP WANTED
Full-time or part-time Receptionist needed
for Oviedo Veterinary Clinic. Musl have good
people i;kills. Flexible hours. Call
407-366-7323. Located at 45 Alafaya Woods
Blvd - Publix Plaza near World Gym.
$$ Get Paid For Your Opinions! $$
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey!
www.money4opinions.com

$NEED MONEY?
Flexible pay &-flexible hours
Meet people and have fun
Don't miss out!
Call Matt@ 407-896-4095
BASSIST WANTED
for established power/metal
band. Influences include: Tool,
Godsmack, Pantera, Incubus.
Call Dave@ 407-977-5846.
Brown's Gymnastics seeking part-time cheerleading-gymnastics coach at Winter Park
location. Ability to coach and spot cheerleading and tumbling. Fax resume to
407-869-0774. For more information contact
Sandy 407-869-8744.
E-commerce
Flexibility and Income
Internet-based business
www.executive7.mybigplanetusa.com
Click on opportunity

a

2 Dozen Long Stem Amazon Roses

Need exp in PERL, MySQL, PHP in content
management and e-commerce applications.
Part-time. Contact Brian at407-971-9602.

Arranged with Glass Vase in Gift Box
Delivered anywhere in Central Florida
Overnight UPS Only $39.95! Order by 4PM
EST M-Th for delivery by end of next day!
Longstem Ecuadorian Roses. Offer expires
Nov. 5. Order online at:
www.2DozenRoses.com/ucf.htm

$$ WANT SOME $$
Make $3,000 + By Christmas.
6 fun sales positions open at Altamonte
Mall and Fashion Square. Average

407-896-4095

$7-22/hr. Call 407-897-1146.

Part-time Stable Assistant needed - in
exchange for Riding call 407-365-9866.
Make $$$ - Low Risk, High Return
by placing ads in local newspapers. For
more information call 407-766-5494.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at $9-$12/hr
are available for friendly, outgoing, motivated
people. Full/Part-time, AM/PM positions
available at upscale hotels in the Downtown
Orlando and Disney World areas. Please call
(407) 841-7275 Mon-Fri, 9 am- 5 pm or
leave a voice mail message.
PT/FT Opportunity - Pi;imerica Financial
Services, a subsidiary of Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5 students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs. Call Kevin @
1-866-208-3263.

New Daycare in Oviedo
Precious Years Childcare &. Preschool
Structured Learning Environment

'

Special Rates for UCF Students and Faculty
-

(407) 971-0288

WEB SITE PROGRAMMER Pff

AMAZING GROWTH POTENTIAL IN A
MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR COMPANY!
CALL TODAY! CAROLYN HOPPER

Help spread the word!
Exciting new wireless data technology!
$9.50/hr & Flexible Schedules. All you need
is an enthusiastic voice, TeleSolutions can
teach you the rest! For phone interview
please call 407-581-3777.

1065 E. Broadway, Suite 1
Oviedo, FL 32765

~1.....

S1DOFF

Full Reading

Female Models Wanted
18 - 25 Years old
Weight: 100 - 120
Height 5 - 5'10"
For Lingerie Photo + Video Portfolio Demo's 407-898-7900

Will advise you on love, marriage,

Pff Childcare - Altamonte Springs family
seeking Pff childcare for 11/2 year old.
Flexible hours. Experience and references
required. Please call 407-522-9803.
Babysitter/Nanny wanted
Mon,.Wed, Fri for beautiful 7 month old boy.
UCF area. Please call for more details.
407-737-3098 ask for Hope.
Teen Pregnancy Prevention Team Leader PT position for school-based abstinence education program. Using a specific sexual abstinence curriculum, the team leader teaches
6th grade students at various middle schools
in Seminole County. Candidate must have
excellent communication and organizational
skills and the ability to train volunteers. Hours
are 9 am - 4 pm Thursdays and 3 additional
hours to be worked any other day of the week
for a total of 10 hours a week @ $12/hour.
Fax resume to: Seminole County Healthy
Start Coalition (407) 830-8493.
Newday wants you to Rock us into Heaven.
Looking for those with the following talent:
guitar, bass, drnms and b-vocals. No religion
necessary. Call Ricky @ 407-277-3344.
Visit: www.newdayonline.com

Tired of looking like every other Jabroni
you see? Well, check out bowlingshirt.com
We have what you need to be cool. Bowling
Shirts are sexy, buy one.
FREE: King size waterbed frame and lighted
headboard with king size inner spring mattress. Can deliver if necessary. Call
407-275-0891 .

business &finance.

Country Female Vocalist Daytona House
band in need of a female vocalist. Friday an(I
Saturday night work; $90 per night (5 hours).
Please contact Dale at: (407) 438-4707
chanceroper@hotmail.com
The MON~ Group, Inc. seeks PT
telemarketers. Earn up to $20/hr. Call Dr.
Echols at (407) 849-0560 ext. 1274.

•·

Mattress sets for sale - (1) therapeutic pillow
top Queen, still in plastic. Move forces sale.
Originally cost $800.00 will sell for $345.00.
(2) Twin, pillow top set, still in plastic.
Originally cost $550.00 will sell for $250.00.
Call 407-721-3322.
.
Fraternities * Sororities * Clubs *
Student Groups
Earn $I ,000 - $2,000 this semester with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve credit
card applications. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at 888-923-3238 or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com
FUN PROMOTIONAL JOBS
$1 O/hr to give away cool new products
Promogirl.com

PAID WRITERS NEEDED!
The Central Florida Future is hiring for
our news and opinion departments.
Please email news@UCFfuture.com
or call 407-365-7656

FOR SALE

fil

Bed - 1 Absolute Bargain! Queen orthopedic
pillow top mattress set. Brand new. Must sell
$250. Can deliver. 407-422-8848.
Bed - Brand new mattress. Full size still in
plastic. Must sell $135. Can deliver.
407-422-8848.
Futon, black iron frame with 8' pad Ne"'.er
used $195 (407) 354-0069.
·

Business
Opportunitv
World's fastest growing
industries offers opportunity
to work from home
by phone/internet.

Potential Monthly Earnings:
Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with 5
year warranty. Brand new- Twin $75, Full
$95, Queen $115, King $165. Can deliver
407-354-0069.

PT H~s- $500 - $1500
FT Hrs - $2000 - $6000

Call: 1-800-214-0051

Birth cor\-trol jou -thir\k aB>ou-t jus-t i+ x a 'jear:
medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension
DEPO-PROVERA• Contraceptive Injection
(medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension, USP)
This product is intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against HIV
infection (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases.
What is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive l~jection?
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection is a form of birth rnntrol that is given as an intramuscular injection (a shot) in the buttock or upper arm once every 3 months ( 13 weeks). To continue your contraceptive protection, you must return for your next injectien promptly at the end
of 3 months ( 13 weeks). DEPO-PROVERA contains medroxyprogesterone acetate, a chemical
similar to (but not the same as) the natural hormone progesterone, which is produced by your
ovaries during the second half of your menstrual cyde. DEPO-PROVERA acts by preventing your
egg cells from ripening. If an egg 1s not released from the ovaries during your menstrual cycle, it
cannot becoroe fertilized by sperm and result in pregnancy. DEPO-PROVERA also causes
changes in the lining of your uterus that make it less likely for p~nancy to occur.

How effective is DEPO·PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
The efficacy of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection depends on following the recommended dosa~e schedule exactly (see 'How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive
Injection?'). To make sure you are not pregnant when you first get DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection, your first njection must be given ONLY during the first 5 days of a
normal menstrual period; ONLY within the first 5 days after childbirth if not breast-feeding; and,
if exclusively breast-feeding. ONLY a· the sixth week after childbirth. It is a long-term injectable
contraceptive when administered at 3-month ( 13-week) intervals. DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection is over 99% effective, making it one of the most reliable methods of birth
control available. This means that the average annual pregnancy rate is less than one for ~ry
I00 women who use DEPO-PROVERA The effectiveness of most contraceptive methods
depends in part on how reliably each woman uses the method. The effectiveness of
DEPO-PROVERA depends only on the patient returning every 3 months ( 13 weeks) for her next
injection. Your health-care provider will help you compare DEPO-PROVtRA with other contraceptive methods and give you the information you need 1n order to decide which contraceptive
method is the right choice for you.
The following table shows the pert:ent of women who got pregnant while using different kinds of
contraceptive methods. It gives both the lowest expected rate of pregnancy (the rate expected
in women who use each method exactly as it should be used) and the typical rate of pregnancy
(which includes women who became pregnant because they forgot to use their birth control or
because they did not follow the directions exactly).
Percent of Women Experiencing an Acclderital Pregnancy
in the First Year of Continuous Use
Method
DEPO-PROVERA
Implants (Norplant)
Female sterilization

Lowest
Expected

Male sterilization

0.3
0.2•
0.2
0.1

Oral contraceptive (pill)
Combined
Progestogen only

0.1
0.5

Typical

0.3
0.2•
0.4
0.15
3

3

IUD
Progestasert

Copper T 380A
Condom (without spermicide)
Diaphragm (with spermicide)
Cervical cap
Withdrawal
Periodic abstinence
Spermicide alone
Vaginal Sponge
used before childbirth
used after childbirth
No method
Source: Trussell et al. Obstet Gynecol. I990;76:558-567.
• From Norplan~ package insert

20
0.8
2
6
6
4
1-9
3

6
9
85

12
18
18
18
20

21
18
28
AS

Who should not use DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
Not all women should use DEPO-PROVERA You should not use DEPO-PROVERA if you have
anx of the following conditions:
• 1f you think you might be pregnant
• if you have any vaginal bleeding without a known reason

•
•
•
•
•

if you have. had cancer of the breast
if you have had a stroke
if you have or have had blood clots (phlebitis) in your legs
if you have problems with your liver or liver disease
if you are allergic to DEPO-PROVERA (medroxyprogesterone acetate or any of its other
ingredients).
What other things should I consider before using DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
You will have a physical examination before your doctor prescribes DEPO-PROVERA. It is important to tell your health-care provider if you have any of the following:
• a family history of breast cancer
• an abnormal mammogram (breast x-ray), fibrocystic breast disease, breast nodules or lumps, or
bleeding from your nipples
- kidney disease
·
• irregular or scanty menstrual periods
• hi~h blood pressure
: ~~~e headaches
• epilepsy (convulsions or seizures)
• diabetes or a family history of diabetes
• a history of depression
• if you are taking any prescription or over-the-counter medications
'
This product is intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against transmission of HIV (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases such as chlamydia, genital herpes, genital warts, gonorrhea, hepatitis B, and syphilis.

6.0ther Risk.s
Women who use hormone-based contraceptives may have an increased risk of blood clots or
stroke, Also, if a contraceptive method fails, there is a possibility that the fertilized egg will begin
to develop outside of the uterus (ectopic pregnancy). While these events are rare, you should
tell your health-care proVider if you have any of the problems listed in the next section.
What symptoms may signal problems while using DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
·
6tpo_tpR361t"~ provider immediately if any of these problems occur following an injection

;f

• sharp chest pain, coughing up of blood, or sudden shortness of breath (indicating a possible clot
in the lung)
·
• sudden severe headache or vomiting. dizziness or fainting. problems with your eyesight or
speech, weakness. or numbness in an arm or leg (indicating a possible stroke)
• severe pain or swelling in the calf (indicating a possible clot in the leg)
• unusually heavy vaginal bleeding
• severe pain or tenderness in the lower abdominal area
• persistent pain, pus, or bleeding at the injection site
.
What are the possible side effects of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
/.Weight Gain
You may experience a weight gain while you are using DEPO-PROVERA About two thirds of
the women who used DEPO-PROVERA in clinical trials reported a weight gain of about 5 pounds
during the first year of use. You may continue to gain weight after the first year. Women in one
large study who used DEPO-PROVERA for 2 years gained an average total of 8.1 pounds over
those 2 years, or approximately 4 pounds per year. Women who continued for 4 years gained an
average total of 13.8 pounds over those 4 years, or approximately 3.5 pounds per year. Women
who continued for 6 years gained an average total of 16.5 pounds over those 6 years, or approximately 2.75 pounds per year.
·
2. Other Side Effects
In a clinical study of over 3,900 women who used DEPO-PROVERA for up to 7 years, some
women reported the following effects that may or may not have been related to their use of
DEPO-PROVERA; Irregular menstrual bleeding, amenorrhea, headache, nervousness, abdominal
cramps, dizziness, weakness or fatigue, decreased sexual desire, leg cramps, nausea, vaginal discharge or irritation, breast swelling and tenderness, bloating, swelling of the hands or feet. backache, depression, insomnia, acne, pelvic pain, no hair growth or excessive hair loss, rash, hot flashes, and joint pain. Other problems were reported by very few of the women in the clinical trials,
but some of these could be serious. These include convulsions, jaundice, urinary tract infections,
allergic reactions, fainting, paralysis, osteoporosis, lack of return to fertility. deep vein thrombosis,
pulmonary embolus, breast cancer. or cervical cancer. If these or any other problems occur during your use of DEPO-PROVERA discuss them with your health-care provider.
Should any precautions be followed during use of DEPO·PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
/.Missed Periods
During the time you are using DEPO-PROVERA for contraception, you may skip a period, or your
periods may stop completely. If you have been receiving your DEPO-PROVERA injections regularly every 3 months ( 13 weeks), then you are probably not pregnant However, if you think that
you may be pregnant see your health-care provider.
2.Laboratory Test Interactions
If ~ou are scheduled for any laboratory tests, tell your health-care provider that you are using
gE~g:~~g~~~ for contraception. Certain blood tests are affected by hormones such as

What if I want to become pregnant after using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive
Injection?
Because DEPO-PROVERA is a long-acting birth control method, it takes some time after your last
injection for its effect to wear off Based on the results from a large study done in the United States,
for women who stop using DEPO-PROVERA in ord!lf to become pregnant, it is expected that
about half of those who become pregnant will do so in about I0 months after their last injection;
about two thirds of those who become pregnant will do so in about 12 months; about 83% of
those who become pregnant will do so in about I 5 months; and about 93% of those who become
pregnant will do so in about 18 months after their last injection. The length of time you use
DEPO-PROVERA has no effect on how long it takes _you to become pregnant after you stop using it
What are the risks of using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
I .Irregular Menstrual Bleeding
The side effect reported most frequently by women who use DEPO-PROVERA for contraception is a change in their normal menstrual cycle. During the first year of using DEPO-PROVERA,
you might have one or more of the following changes: irregular or unpredictable bleeding or spotting, an increase or decrease in menstrual bleeding. or no bleeding at all. Unusually heavy or continuous bleeding, however, is not a usual effect of DEPO-PROVERA; and if this happens, you should
see your health-care provider right away. Wrth continued use of DEPO-PROVERA, bleeding usually decreases, and many women stop having periods completely. In clinical studies of
DEPO-PROVERA, 55% of the women studied reported no menstrual bleedin~ (amenontiea)
after I xear of use, and 68% of the women studied reported no menstrual bleeding after 2 years
of use. The reason that your periods stop is because DEPO-PROVERA causes a resting state in
your 0Varies. When your ovaries do not release an egg monthly, the regular monthly growth of
the lining of your uterus does ·not occur and, therefore, the bleeding that comes with your normal menstruation does not take place. When you stop using DEPO-PROVERA your menstrual 3.Drug lnteroctions
period will usually, in time, return to its normal cycle.
Cytadren (aminogjutethimide) is an anticancer drug that may significantly decrease the effeqive2.Bone Mineral Changes
ness of DtPO-PROVERA if the two drugs are given during the same time.
Use of DEPO-PROVERA may be associated with a decrease in the amount of mineral stored in 4.Nursing Mothers
your bones. This could increase your risk of developing bone fractures. The rate of bone miner- Although DEPO-PROVERA can be passed to the nursing infant in the breast milk, no harmful
al loss is greatest in the early years of DEPO-PROVERA use, but after that. it begins to resemble effects have been.found 1n these children. DEPO-PROVERA does not prevent the breasts from
the normal rate of age-related bone mineral loss.
producing milk, so it can be used by nursing mothers. However. to minimize the amount of
3.Cancer
DEPO-PROVERA that is passed to the infant in the first weeks after birth, you should wait until
Studies of women who have used different forms of contraception found that women who used 6 weeks after childbirth before you start using DEPO-PROVERA for contraceetion..
DEPO-PROVERA for contraception had no increased overall risk of developing cancer of the How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
breast, ovary, uterus, cervix, or liver. However, women under 35 years of age whose first expo- The recommended dose of DEPO-PROVERA is ISO mg every 3 months ( 13 weeks) given in a
sure to DEPO-PROVERA was within the previous 4 to 5 years may have a slightly increased risk single intramuscular injection in the buttock or upper arm. To make sure that you are not pregof developing breast cancer similar to that seen with oral contraceptives. You should discuss this nant at the time of the first injection, it is essential that the 1n1ection be given ONLY dunng the
with your health-care provider.
first 5 days of a normal menstrual period. If used following the delivery of a child, the first injec4.Unexpeaed Pregnancy
tion of DEPO-PROVERA MUST be given within 5 days after childbirth if you are not breastBecause DEPO-PROVERA is such an effective contraceptive method, the risk of accidental preg- feeding or 6 weeks after childbirth if you are exclusively breast-feeding. If you wait longer than
nancy for women who get their shots regularly (every 3 months (13 weeks] is very low. While 3 months ( 13 weeks) between injections, or longer than 6 weeks after delivery. your health-care
there have been reports of an increased risk of low birth weight and neonatal infant death or bEP~~PR~VEl~determine that you are not pregnant before giV1ng you your injection of
other health problems in infants conceived close to the time of injection, such pregnancies are
uncommon. If you think you may have become pregnant while using DEPO-PROVERA for conRx only
CB-7-S
traception, see your health-care provider as soon as possible.
SA/lergic Reactions
Some women using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection have reported severe and potenPharmacia
tially life-threatening allergic reactions known as anaphylaxis and anaphylactoid reactions.
&Upjohn
Symptoms include the sudden onset of hives or swelling and itching of the skin, breathing difficulties, and a drop in blood pressure.
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CLASSIFICATIONS
Help Wanted On Campus
For Sale
Personals
For Rent
, Travel
Services
Miscellaneous

•

}low tQ PJ.ace anAd

Telephone Jfours
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Addi-ess .
120 Alexandria Blvd., Suite 17
Oviedo, FL 32765

Room for Rent

Female Roommate Wanted: To share a 2/2
duplex 2 miles from UCF. Must be responsible and willing to help with yard work. $350
month plus half electric. Water, cable, washer
and dryer included. Please call 407-249-3085
for more information.
MENDEL VILLAS APTS.
2 Bedroom/ 2 1/2 bath townhouse w/ garage
$650.00 now available. Within walking distance to campus.

1. Start your ad with the merchandise you are selling. Startink with the

merchandise makes it easier for the reader to locate your item for
sale.
2. Always include tbe price of the item(s) you are selling. 52 percent of
classified readers do not respond to ads that do not include a-price.

•
•

•

.

Let us help you plan your next outing ·
Horseback Riding, River Rides, Hay Rides,
Bonfire Rides, Trail Rides - call
407-365-9866 for more information.
The SKIN SPECIALIST · Men & Women
Clearer skin after 1st visit
Discreet & Affordable
Medical Peels & Acne Cleaning
PCS 407-414-9208 FB0716406

·Payment ~eth~
Cash, Check,
Major Credit Card

3. Keep abbreViations to a !ninimum. Make it easy for read~s to
understand.
4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you would like to
know about the merchandise for sale. Include infoffl)ation ~ucb as
brand names, color and other specific descriptions.

Drowning in debt? We'll help you stop
collection calls, avoid bankruptcy, lower debt
interest rates and consolidate debt into one
payment. For free counseling call
Consumer Debt Counselors at
407-599-0057 ext. 203

UCF-OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS
MEETING - Every Monday Night 5:15 pm.
in the Cedar Key, Room 223 Student Union.
For Compulsive Overeating, Anorexia, and
Bolemia. www.overeatersanonymous.org
or 1-800-522-2692

SKYDIVING SKYDIVING SKYDIVING
Student and group discounts!!
Florida Skydiving Center
1-800-FREEFALL

TRAVEL

ON CAJWPUS
CATHOLIC
CAMPUS
MINISTRY

UCF-CRU
Campus Crusade for Christ
Weekly meetings every Thursday night
7:30 pm in the Pegasus Ball Room
Student Union

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass Sundays 8 p.m.
Student Union 316CD
Fr. David Scotchie

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union
(GLBSU)
Meets Tuesdays, 8:00 pm in Student Union
Join us!
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ucfglbsu/

(407) 657-6114x226 ,

,http://pegasus.cc.ud.edu/....ccm
HEALTH and WELLNESS PRODUCTS for:
Weight Loss, PMS, Energy, Stress, Sleep,
Nutrition and Mental Focus
Business Opportunities also available. Call
Jen or Joe: 407-320-8033 .

Long Distance Services

SERVICES

Noon on Friday prior to publication

How to Write a Good Classified Ad

FoRRENT
Room for rent! Looking for respon~ible
female roommate. $400 per month/$250
deposit. Casselberry area 11 miles from UCF
Call Karen at 407-234-7532.

Deadline

By Phone: (407) 365-7656
By Fax: (407) 977-001~
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
By Mail: send copy along with check
In Person: (434 & Mitchell Hammock)

NEED TO SELL
SONY STEREO - 5 disc changer, dual-cassette, receiver, speakers, great condition,
$200.00 or best offer. ZENITH 27 inch TV
w/remote, great condition. $140.00 or best
offer. Call Rachel at (407) 894-7268 for more
information and delivery options.

New 3 bedroom home on Lake/Gated
community 6 min. from UCF
campus/$475.00/month includes util/
non-smoking/no pets/
sec. system/furn/pool/tennis courts
941-461-5101 407-482-3202.

•

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUfURE • A-19

Christian Campus Fellowship
Get connected!!
Tuesdays, SUB 221 7:30 p.m.
www.ccfucf.com 407-971-3155
ABC-UCF Associated Builders and
Contractors For Construction Engineers.
Meetings - 2nd & 4th Thursday of the month.
5 pm ENG. II" 181

•

4.5 cents per minute (cpm), no monthly
fees. Calling card 6.9 cpm, pay monthly,
Dial Around to US and Puerto Rico 4 cpm,
Lowest worldwide rates on prepaid calling
cards 2 cpm to China, 4 cpm Brazil, 27 .8
cpm India. http://aard.itgo.com

JAPAN

407-365-7656
classifieds@UCFfuture.com
$6 per ad

One Issue:
One Month:
One Semester:
Bolding:
Large Headline: (9pt)

$5 per ad
$4 per ad
75¢ extra
75¢ extra

(Charges listed above include an ad
of up to five lines, 30 characters per
line. $1 each additional line).

CURE (New!)
Herpes I & II
(800) 808-2544 Ext. 00

.
I

Recorded message

SUPER AIRFARE/TRY US

IACE TRAVEL
TEL.407-351-9999
Email : floridaopc@earthlink.net

MISC.
Egg Donors Needed
Up to $10,000 Compensation
Attractive, Healthy, Responsible
Women ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair *
Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Asian/Indian/European
Musically/Artistically Gifted
(800) 563-0098 or LovingDonation.com

Herpes? STD's? Fungus Problem?
Colloidal Silver is the safe, effective, inexpensive answer!
Colloidal silver safely, quickly and permanently eliminates all virus, all bacteria and all
fungus on contact! Whether outside or inside
your body. No known side effects. One quart,
$39.00 pure atomic silver, 50 ppm. The Silver
Lining Co., 100 Baxter St, Hot Springs, AR
71913. pburbutes@iopener.net Distributors
needed.
Herpes - EverCLR
Stops Herpes Outbreaks!
96% Success Rate
Free Call: 1-877-EVERCLR
www.stopmyoutbreaks.co.uk

CASCADES 3

Floral Garden of Winter Park
Waterford Lakes
"A Full Service Florist"

niioa

15% Discount with UCF

Student or Faculty ID!

14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU
CRAZY? Is it all Greek to you? Thinking of

1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
Phone 407-629-0050
Fax 407-629-0877

changing your major? Need a tutor? Call
Virginia at 407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo
- 15 years Experience - Reasonable Rates Flexible Hours - Computer Access.
E-mail TheChemTutor@aol.com

1-800-393-0051

10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097

711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554

Stop by, call, or visit us online! www.allinbloom.com

We service to ALL parts of the
country! "Same Day Delivery''
Wire service or Delivery available
over phone with major Credit Card
(wire and delivery service excludes discount)

'

lBarnes & Noble Kiosk I

•

UCF BOOKSTORE
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
Orlando, FL,32816
(407) 823-2665

•

•
Service offer available to new and existing customers.

•

Shop by phone for delivery,
ca/11-866-C/NGULAR.

•
•
Nokia3360

.t 250 anytime minutes, plus<:ho •~·
"pfthefollowingwjth a.$29,9~ --+., ':."'

·

With Activation

For jobs that rock, visit us at

Downloadable
Ringtones

www.cingular.com

Mobile Messaging

and Chat
( Buy one Nolda 3360 ond
get the ucond one at no
iiddltlonalc:hafgowltho

2·y•ar agrHment.

•

~

cingular·M
WIRELESS

NOKIA

What do you have to sayr

CONNECTING PEoPLE

1-866-CINGUlAR

Phone price and offer
may vary by location.

Limited time offer. Credit approval and activation of service on 1- or 2-year contract
for eligible Cingular calling plans required. Offer cannot be combined with any other
special offers. Promotional phone offers require 2-year agreement. Early termination
and activation fees apply. Night hours are from 9:00 pm to 7:00 am and weekend
hours are from 9:00 pm on Friday until 7:00 am on Monday. Long distance charges
apply unless you have also chosen the long distance option. Nationwide Long
Distance applies to calls originating from your Home Calling Area and terminating in
the U.S. Airtime charges apply. Wireless Internet-requires WAP-enabled phone.
Wireless Internet access applies to access charge only and does not include per
minute usage. Wireless Internet is only available in select service areas. Wireless
Internet is not equivalent to landline Internet. Third Party content providers may
impose additional charges. Refer to Wireless Internet brochure for additional details.
Unused package minutes expire: (1) on 12/31 /04; (2) immediately upon default or if
customer changes rate plan. Rolled over minutes are not redeemable for cash or
credit and are not transferable. Minutes will not roll over until after the first month's
billing. Offer good while supplies last. Calls subject to taxes, long distance, roaming,
universal service fee or other charges. Package minutes and unlimited night and
weekend minutes apply to calls made or received within local calling area. Airtime in
excess of any package minutes will be charged at a per minute rate of $.15 to $.50.
Compatible phone and Cingular Wireless long distance are required. Airtime and
other measured usage are rounded up to the next full minute at the end of each call
for billing purposes. Unused package minutes do not carry forward to the next billing
period and are forfeited. Optional features may be cancelled after initial term of the
service contract. Other conditions and restrictions apply. See contract and
store for details. ©2001 Nokia Inc. Nokia, Connecting People and the 3300 •
series phones are trademarks of Nokia Corporation and/or its affiliates.
Cingular Wireless, "What do you have to say?" and the graphic icon are
:-.~
Service Marks of Cingular Wireless LLC. ©2001 Cingular Wireless LLC. .::.==,
All rights reserved.
..~
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Presented By

BuscHGARDENS®

DRIVEN.

buschgardens.com
©2001 BUSCH ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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In addition, Chance is a threat to run,
second on the te~ in rushing with 74
yards. This fact alone speaks volumes of
the ineffectiveness of the Indians' ground
attack;. Ivory Brown, a big bruising fullPLEASE SEE

First ON B-4

Blowout of Liberty leads to a number of 'firsts'
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

'

,
•

As the old saying goes, there's a first
time for everything. And after going
through one of the most grueling early
schedules in the nation, UCF was primed to
earn a lot of firsts in its first game against
a I-AA opponent.
Taking on the lowly Liberty Flames,
three players made their first contributions
of the season and six different players
recorded a significant milestone for either
their season or career. Yet don't pin this
solely mi the opponent.
"I think we had a good week of preparation, we had a good game plan in," quarterback Ryan Schneider said. "The
receivers did a good job of getting open;
and the offensive line did a great job of protecting."
Schneider talks about the passing game
that he leads. The graduation of two starting receivers, the emergence of running
back Alex Haines and mostly difficult
opponents have conspired to make UCF's
vaunted passing attack look less effective at
times this season. But on a night when most
the offensive starters were gone by halftime, the Knight had one of their most productive and versatile games of the season in
the air.
"We have a lot of young guys starting
at receiver," Schneider said, "We're just
getting better week in and week out."
Schneider provided the strongest proof
yet of this offensive maturation, having his
first multi-touchdown game of the season.
One of those touchdown passes fell into the
arms of senior Tavirus Davis. This was significant because while 12 different
receivers had caught a pass going into the
game, only Doug Gabriel had found his

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

Gerren Bray made his first start of the season Saturday against liberty. The freshman made it a
special start with two tackles.
way into the end zone. Davis, the team's
leading receiver (24 catches), was the fitting beneficiary.
Speaking of Gabriel, he had a big day
as well, continuing to flash the great speed
that made him so attractive to many schools
around the country. Already leading UCF's
receivers in yardage (449 yards) he.. became
the first player to catch passes over 100
yards this year. Two of his three catches in
the game were for touchdowns, one on a
short pass and one on an 83-yard bomb
from Schneider. Gabriel's average of 34.5

LA-MONROE

DAVID MARSTERS
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I This Saturday:

finds home
in the MAC

·~

Coach Bobby Keasler, they've ~
~
Homecoming.
:already made a major move
It's traditionally a time of intense tail- · by becoming part of the Sun
gating, face painting, celebrating and all- Belt conference this season. ~
around outpouring of school-spirit. And It's their first conference ~
with the possible exception of an empty membership since moving !O
keg, nothing sours that mood more then a I-A in 1994.
loss. So athletics directors seek out candi- ·
"I think our players were ~
dates for a potential drubbing at the hands excited from day one,"
of the home team.
Keasler said. "From the day we
For UCF athletics director Steve entered camp knowing they belong
Sloan, that team is Louisiana-Monroe. A 1- conference."
So far though, little has ·impro\i
4 team out of the Sun Belt Conference, the
Indians became a logical choice for UCF' s field since last year's 1-10 record. .lH'-'
homecoming after a 55-0 thumping at the offense has been anemic thus far, averaging
hands of the Golden Knights last season.
a paltry 10.8 points per game. The unit is
But for the Indians, UCF represents captained by junior quarterback Andy
something different. The Golden Knights Chance. Plagued by injuries for the better
could arguably stand as the toughest team part of 2000, he is putting together a solid
on their schedule, save of course highly- if not spectacular effort thus far. He's comranked Florida. So even just a tight game pleted over 51 percent of his passes for 794
could be a major stepping-stone for the yards and four touchdowns.

.

UCF football

UCF hopes Louisiana-Monroe will provide
another easy Homecoming victory
CHRIS BERNHARDT
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yards per catch leads the nation, and he's
shown an impressive ability to gain yards
after the catch that only improves as the
season goes on.
"Just coming here is a big step for me.
This is like an NFL offense and that's what
I need to learn," Gabriel said.
The game also featured the first career
catch of redshirt freshman receiver
Tavarius Capers. In all, he caught three
passes for 66 yards, one a 56-yard strike
PLEASE SEE

Williams oN B-3

Conference USA's decision to
scrap its expansion plans has
paved the way for UCF football to
join
the
Mid-American
Conference.
At its fall meeting in Fort
Worth, Texas on Monday, the CUSA Board of Directors decided
against expansion, ending speculation that Marshall would leave
the MAC and become the 12th
team in C-USA. This leaves the
MAC with an uneven 13 teams,
allowing UCF to join and create
two, seven-team divisions. UCF
will join as a football-only school,
with
the
other sports
remaining in
the Atlantic
Sun conference.
"We' ve
(UCF and
MAC officials) been
talking
everyday
because of
the situation
.with
Marshall,"
UCF athletics director
Steve Sloan
..... STEVE SLOAN
said. "I think
UCF
Athletics
Director
it's got a
really good
chance."
The transition will not be-simple, however, as there are many
obstacles that come with moving
from "independent" status into a
conference affiliation. UCF must
pay a $250,000 fee to join the conference, a sign a contract for a
minimum of five years. That fee is
a daunting amount for a school
already facing significant budget
cuts.
"That's a lot of money for
us," Sloan said. "We'll pay it
somehow. It's too critical a situation not to pay. If we have to borrow the money, we will."
Sloan is hoping for UCF to
·begin play in the MAC as ~arly as '
next season, which will force him
to drastically change the team's
already-full schedule. Games
against Penn State, Arizona State
and Syracuse will be kept, but the
rest of the schedule is up in the air.
Sloan said LSU didn't really want
to play the schools' Oct.5, 2002
game anyway, so that contest will
be easy fo cancel. The other
games, however, will require some
significant juggling on UCF's part

The real
opportunity is the
national
television
contract
and the
bowl
games.

PLEASE SEE
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Gabriel quickly becoming one of nation's top playmakers
Junior-college
transfer Doug
Gabriel has
developed into
UCF's top big·play
threat this year.
Gabriel made the
most of his three
catches against
Liberty, gaining ,,
124 yards and
scoring two
touchdowns.

JOE MANZO
STAFF WRITER

One of the biggest question
marks for the UCF football team
entering this season was the wide
receiving corps. Doug Gabriel has
answered those questions.
The junior college transfer from
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community
College has a team-high four touchdown catches and is averaging over
34 yards per
catch.
Last
year,
UCF lost its two
most experienced
receivers, Tyson
Hinshaw
and
Kenny Clark, to
graduation.
Hinshaw broke a
team record with
Gabriel
89 catches last
year and Clark
was the Golden Knights best deep
threat. Gabriel has filled Clark's role
almost to perfection. The 6-foot-2,
205-pound junior has the speed to
get open deep and the height and
leaping ability to out jump defenders
for the ·ball.
"That's what I came here for,"
said Gabriel.
"He's a .big play receiver," said
UCF wide receivers coach Sean
Beckton. "That's what we· signed
him for."

ANDRE- BEAUCAGE /

CFF

Against Liberty, Gabriel showed
his speed, outrunning the entire
Liberty defense en route to an 83yard touchdown catch, the second
longest in school history. Gabriel
ended the game with three catches
for 124 yards and had one kickoff
return for 45 yards. The previous
week against Alabama-Birmingham,
he had three catches for a team-high
·90 yards and a 64-yard touchdown.
"Six weeks into the season, he's
ahead . of where I thought he would
be," said Beckton.
Gabriel came to UCF as an
unpolished receiver. At Mississippi
Gulf Coast CC, where Gabriel holds
the record for most touchdowns in a
season (17), there was no wide
receivers coach.
"I had to teach myself," said
Gabriel.
Despite having no pos1t10n
coach, Gabriel was still named allregion and was the South Division
Offensive MVP. The former Dr.
Phillips High School star also was
recruited as a defensive back out of
junior college by Florida State, but
chose UCF so he could play offense.
"They gave me a chance to play
offense here," said Gabriel. "I'm
loving it here." ·
After high school, Gabriel
signed with the University of Miami,
one of the top teams in the country,
before going to Mississippi Gulf
Coast CC.

Winning smile

f

the Best of .ALLI

PORK

BUSTER
DEAL

l>

.,

One JUMBO Pork Sandwich
with one of our home cookin' style side items
• Potato salad
• Brunswick stew
• Baked beans
• Coleslaw
• Collard Greens
• Corn
• Smoked potatoes
• Sweet potatoes
• Chicken Caesar Salad

and a Large Soft Drink or Iced Tea
Located exactly 5 miles from the campus
·in the Uni-Gold Shopping Center
next to Tijauna Flats
ANDRE BEAUCAGE /

UCF head coach Mike Kruczek had plenty to smile about Saturday
against Liberty. Kruczek improved to 23· 16 as the coach of the
Golden Knights.
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Conway's BBQ Express
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7622 llniversity Blvd. • Winter Park, FL 32792
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Williams topped 100 yards rushing
for the first time in his career
FROM PAGE

B-1

that accounted for the Knights
final scor~
But the offensive success
was not limited to the passing
game. Even in the absence of the
injured Haines, several players
made a major impact on the
ground.
Senior
Terrance
Williams
stepped in and .
had quite a
day. On just
13 carries, he
ran for 107
yards
and
three touchdowns. It's the
first time he's
ever eclipsed
Williams
the
century
mark in his
career.
"I played a pretty decent
game. The offensive line gave me
a chance to do what I can do,"
Williapis said. "I must commend
them, because without them I
couldn't have got those yards."
The fullback position also
produced some new moments.
Backup Dee Brown saw the first
carries of his college career. The

.

"
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true freshmen took seven handoffs for 46 yards as the regulars
sat out the second half. But the
spotlight belonged to man he
backs up, the always-excitable
Sean Gaudion. Following a game
last week that
produced his
first carries of
the season, the
junior had all
the more reason to be
giddy when he
punched in his
first
career
Gaud ion
touchdown
from
three
yards out in the second quarter.
"It was great to finally to get
into the endzone, get a little celebration," Gaudion said, "I've
been waiting for that for a little
while. · I hope to get some more
this year."
In addition, tailback Corey
Baker scored his first touchdown
of the season but not on a run.
Instead he caught a Brian Miller
pass from three yards out late in
the third quarter.
While offense dominated the
stat sheet, the efforts of the
defense cannot be overlooked.

They notched their first shutout
of the season. The game was particularly special for one member
of the defense, linebacker Gerren
Bray. The freshman made his
first start of the season, making
two tackles.
"I was nervous at first, but
after a few plays I got used to it,"
Bray said. "(Thinking) don't
mess up, line up in the right
spots, things like that."
Even on special teams, firsts
could be found. The game got so
out of hand that both backup
kickers got into the ballgame.
Junior Ryan Flinn kicked his first
punt of the season, sending it 32
yards in the second half.
Freshman Will Rhody had a 54yard kickoff in the fourth quarter
in his season debut.
And in yet another first for
Gabriel, he returned his first kick
of the season, a kickoff for 45
yards.
So in the end, the game
against Liberty was a game of
accomplishments and milestones.
But above all the individuals successes was the biggest first of all,
as the Knights went to 3-3 on the
year.
It's their first time at .500.

B-~

School must pay $250,000
fee to join conference .
F'RoM PAGE B-1

to either postpone or drop
from the schedule.
UCF will play in the
MAC's Eastern Division,
which currently includes
Akron, Bowling Green,
Buffalo, Kent State, Marshall,
Miami (Ohio) and Ohio. To
accommodate the Golden
Knights, the MAC will move
Bowling Green into the
Western Division to join Ball
State, Central Michigan,
Eastern Michigan, Northern
Illinois, Toledo, and Western
Michigan.
The move couldn't come
at a better time for UCF, as
the school was beginning to
struggle to fill its future
schedules with Division I-A
opponents. , The NCAA
Management Council could
soon require Division I-A
teams to ·play at least five
games per season against
Division I-A opponents,
something that is becomipg
increasingly difficult to do
without a conference affiliation. Now, the Golden
Knights will have eight guar-

anteed conference games
each year, ending any potential scheduling woes. Sloan
said UCF will continue to
play its yearly "high-profile"
games, as the school already
has games with Virginia Tech,
Wisconsin, Syracuse, Florida
and Georgia scheduled over
the next five years.
Joining the MAC will
. mean a lot of potential revenue for UCF. The conference
wiJl have a nationally-televised conference championship game, and also has
two bowl-game affiliations.
The MAC champion goes to
the Motor City Bowl and the
runner-up goes to the Mobile
Alabama Bowl.
"The real opportunity is
the national television contract and the bowl games,"
Sloan said. "Those are revenue-sharing opportunities
that we don't have as an independent."
The UCF Board of
Trustees must make the final
approval of the move to the
MAC, and is expected to do
so. The Board next meyts on
Oct. 25.

www.UCF[uture.com •October 17, 2001
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First year in Sun Belt conference
has not been kind to UL-Monroe
FROM PAGE

B-1

back at 255 pounds, has gotten the majority of the carries and leads
the team in rushing with 157 yards and a decent 3.7-yard averase
per carry. Tailbacks Bryant Jacobs and Trey Patterson have also gotten over 20 carries each, but with averages well under three yards.
As a team, the Indians have gained only 2.5 yards per carry.
The Indians run a spread offense, often using three or even four
wide receiver sets. Sophomore Mark Vincent has been the team's
leading receiver with 298 yards and one touchdown. They've also
gotten two touchdowns out of Ben Wright, a 6-foot-2, 250-pound
receiver, in his junior year. Brooks Greer, Sean Brown and Karlton
Washington, a converted cornerback, have contributed with doubledigit catches and given Chance several options.
The left side of the offensive line brings some experience, with
seniors Larry Pink and Juan Parra starting at tackle and guard
respectively. From then on the line is filled with sophomores.
Robert Aguirre mans the center spot, with Shane Luna at guard and
Josh Wade at tackle. They round out an offense that is gradually
improving as the season goes on.
"I think it finally all came together in the second half (Sept. 26
against New Mexico State)," Vincent said. ''Everybody was finally
doing their job - offensive linemen were doing their jobs, running
backs were doing their jobs, receivers were doing their jobs, the
quarterback was doing his job."
Similarly, the defense has had its ups and downs. They've
given up an average of 32.2 points per game. They've particularly
st:ritggled against the run, where they've given up a startling average of 171 yards and 11 touchdowns.
Many of these problems can be attributed to the defensive line,
where there has been little production. Defensive end Corey Conde
has been one of few contributors, recording 13 tackles ..Fellow end
Marbrae Wilson has been perhaps the lone bright spot. In just two
games, the freshman has registered two sacks.
Linebacker, Maurice Sonnier is the closest thing to a defensive
star. The sophomore leads the team in tackles (26.5) and is tied with
Wilson for the team lead in sacks. He's joined by senior Otis
Robinson, who has 11 tackles this year. The Indians employ a five
defensive back package, thus utilizing only two linebackers.
Senior Dedrick Buckles brings experience to the defensive
backfield as well as productions. The free safety has 22.5 tackles
and an interception on the year. Sophomore cornerback Seneca Lee
equals his tackle numbers, while safeties Derrick McGill and Calvin
Hall are close behind with 19. But overall, the team has had a tough
time against the pass as well, yielding a 251-yard average and nine
touchdowns.
Similarly, Louisiana-Monroe has bad difficulties on special
·teams. Chance doubles as the punter, but has recorded only a 34.1
average. Sophomore Daniel Francis has had little chance to prove
himself, but has done even less with what opportunities he's had.
He's gone one-for-three on field goal attempts and hit only one of
his five PAT attempts. On kick returns, handled mostly by sophomore H.J. Adams, the team has averaged only 16.2 yards. That stat
looks good compared to the Indians three-yard punt return average.
While Louisiana-Monroe tries to build up their program, many
holes still exist. With little success on defense or in the running
game, two fundamental keys to a winning team, they will continue
find themselves fodder for one specific game.
Homecoming.

~
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The UCF Football Staff would like to
thank the·following businesses for
their support and cpntribution!
@

60 ~KNIGHTS!
All American Hot Dogs - Waterford lakes

Bubbolov's Bodacious Bor-B-Que -Alafoyo Tr.
Conway's Barbeqve - University Btvd.
Domino's - UC7 Plaza
Hops - University Blvd.
McDonald's - UC7 Plazo
Papa John's Pizzo - East Coloniar Dr.
Popeye's Chicken - Oviedo
Quizno's Subs - University Blvd.
Subway - UCF Student Union ·
Wackadoo's - UCF Student Union
Wing Shack - University Blvd.
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Try our NEW Mahi-Ma

1

!~~ms!~~~~! o~U $_(,99\

i.

6oz fillet on aFresh _Kaiser with .lettuct, ~~omaio, fries &.p.ickf~/
.

• Come watch footb.all on ~the
BIG.SCREEN with stereo sound!
• Wireless. Internet on the Patio!!
• Largest to-go Soda on campus32 oz only 9qg !!
.

5All you can
Play 10pm-12am
Pool!

*
NSU

NOVA
SOUTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY .

Health Professions Division
3200 South University Drive
Ft. Lauderdale (Davie)

Meet faculty, admissions representatives, and
financial aid advisors, and learn about our programs.
Campus tours will be given every fifteen minutes.
Special informational sessions will be scheduled.

Annual Open House
Sunday, October 28, 2001
1:00 - 4:00 pm

1:00 - 2:15 pm
Osteopathic Medicine Physician Assistant
Pharmacy
Financial Aid
Physical Therapy

2:30 - 3:45 pm
Optometry
Public Health
Occupational Therapy Dental Medicine
Biomedical Sciences Financial Aid

For more information,
please call toll free
1-800-356-0026,
ext . 1101
or visit our website at
www.nova.edu

Nova Southeastern University admits students of any race, color and national or ethnic origin. Nova
Southeastern University is accredited by-the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Asseciation of
, Colleges an<J Schools (1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-40_97; Telephone number 404-679450 l) to award bachelor's, master's, educational specialist, and doctoral degrees.
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this season, after sitting out last season as a transfer.
All 14 Golden Knights took part in
Satu;day's practice. The Golden
Knights tip off the 2001-2002 e_xhibition season on Nov. 2, when· they
play host to the Birmingham Bandits
with a 7:30 tip-off at the UCF Arena.

COMPILED FROM STAFF
AND WIRE REPORTS

·

Men's basketball begins practice
The UCF men's basketball team held
its first practice of the 2001-2002 season
Saturday morning at the· UCF Arena. The
team held a three-hour workout with a primary focus on fundamentals.
"It was a very spirited first day of
practice," said UCF head coach Kirk
Speraw. "The team worked really hard out
there· and I think it's an extremely positive
way to start this season. The guys excited
to finally get on the floor - full force - and
to start putting things together. We ~e
really looking forward to the next few
weeks."
The Golden Knights, who return three
starters and six more letterman from last
season, welcomed four newcomers to
today's practice, with freshman guard
Jamon Harmon, junior college transfer
guard Ray Abellard, fr~shman guard Tim
Kiscaden and junior college transfer Brian
Graham joining the team this season.
Transfer Ed Dotson will also be eligible
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BIRMINGHAM, Ala. - Thanks to a
one-goal, one-assist performance from
senior striker Michelle Anderson, the UCF
women's soccer team defeated Samford
University, 2-0, in Atlantic Sun
Conference play Saturday afternoon.
Anderson scored first from 25 yards
out in the 54th minute for a 1-0 Golden
Knights lead. UCF was able to shutdown
Sarnford's attempts to tie the game when
the Bulldogs earned three consecutive cornerkicks at the 59 minute mark. UCF goalkeeper Jessica Kuhlman blocked away the
first chance while the other two were
kicked away by the defense.
Freshman midfielder Allie Blagriff
capitalized off a cross pass from Anderson
at the. 76 minute mark to score the Golden
Knights' second goal from 20 yards out.
Samford did outshot UCF, 12-11.
Kuhlman had three saves; her counterpart
Carrie Ollom finished with four saves.
UCF (7-5 overall, 5-1 Atlantic Sun)
hosts Troy State University in another conference matchup at the UCF Arena Field
on Oct. 18. Match time is 7 p.m.

UJree

intrastate rivals this week, playing
at Florida Atlantic, Miami, and
South Florida. UCF
alrebady hi
beaten FAU once this year, ut t s
week's game will count as a conference game.

.

.
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UCF increases win streak to nine

Women's soccer shuts
down Samford

f

1

The UCF volleyball team defeated conference rival Jacksonville State 3-1 _(30-26,
15-30, 30-20, 30-24) on Saturday. The win
improved the Golden Knights record to 132, a perfect 5-0 in the Atlantic Sun.
Sophomore setter Jenny Frank dominated the match. She had 46 assists, 11 kills,
eight digs, and a .471 hitting per~entage.
Leyre Santaella Sante led team in kills with
21. Senior Piper Morgan and freshman
Tanya Jarvis also had double-digit kills.
A day earlier, UCF defeated Samford 31 (33-31, 30-28, 30-21, 31-29) in a hard
fought match at Seibert Hall in
Birmingham, Ala. Sante led the way with 23
kills, seven digs, and three block assists.
Jarvis continued to play well, recording 15
kills and a team-high 12 digs. Morgan and
Cassy Kerner also had double-digit kills.
Frank led the team with 51 assists, and also
had 1Odigs, six kills and five block assists.
Earlier in the week, the Golden Knights
easily dismantled Bethune-Cookman
College 3-0 (30-18, 30-20, 30-16) at the
UCF Arena. Sante was the only UCF player
with double-digit kills as everyone on the
team got a chance to play. Junior Becca
Saldana led the team in assists with 27 in
two games.

~as

The UM volleyball program is in its
first year of existence this season. The
Hurricanes are 7-7 this year but lost 3-0 to
FAU earlier in the season.
USP defeated UCF 3-1 in Tampa last
year and leads the all-time series 38-20.

Sante named Player-of-the-Week
Sante was named the Atlantic Sun
Player-of-the-Week for tp.e week ending
Oct. 8. Sante had 5 lkills in UCF's three
matches that week against conference
rivals Florida Atlantic, Troy State, and
Mercer. Sante has now been named Playerof-the-Week twice in her career, with the
first time coming Oct. 24th of last year.
Dating back to last year, UCF players
have been named A-Sun Player-of-theWeek three of the last nine times.

Colado the fastest to 50
UCF's win over Samford on Friday
was the 50th Division I-A win for Coach
Meg C9lado.
Colado, a University of Florida graduate, is in her thiid season as the coach of
UCF, and won number 50 in just her 76th
match, making her the fastest to reach that
mark. It took Dee Dee McClemmon 77
matches and Laura Smith 81.
-JOE MANZO

It's

Clear coat
safe

.US.E·ON _ , ~~:;., REMOVES
CARS
~
TRUCKS
RVs
BOATS
MOTORCYCLES
AIRCRAFT

GREASE

..

GREAI FOR.~~

MIRRORS
TAR
CHROME
BUGS/BIRD -POOP .. FIBERGLASS
TREE SAP
PAINT
ROAD GRIME
HARD PLASTIC
OXIDATION .
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REFRIGERATOR
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Offensiue Player of the Week

Terrance
Williams
The senior running
back rushed for over
100 yards for the first
time in his UCF
career, and started for
the first time since
1999.

www. UCF,{uture. com • October 17, 2001

Liberty provides very little
opposition for UCF offense

Defensiue Player of the Week

tions.
The game was one of the season's
best for Schneider, who has struggled at
times this year to duplicate his numbers
from 2000: The redshirt sophomore
complet~d 13 of 21 pass~s for 262
yards and three touchdowns in just
under one-half of action.
'"'Everything he threw was on target," UCF coach ~like Kruczek said. "I
thought Ryan made good decisions and
that's two straight weeks, which he
hadn't put back-to-back games togeth~r
yet. Hopefully that's a sign of things to
come."

Mike

It's Miller time

Lynche

With UCF safely up 42-0 just prior
to the end of the first half, Kruczek sent

The freshman defensive tackle led UCF
with six tackles,
including two for lost
yardage. He also had
the first sack of his
career and forced a fumble.
JOF. KHEITA I

Inside the numbers

602
Number of yards of total offense compiled by UCF in the game.

19
Number of players who either caught a
pass or had a rushing attempt for UCF.

8
Number of consecutive possessions on
which UCF scored touchdowns, starting
with the first drive of the game and ending with the Golden Knights' first possession of the fourth quarter.

1
Number of times UCF had to punt in the
game.

Game notes

Schneider moves up in record books
With 262 yards passing in the game,
UCF quarterback Ryan Schneider
moved past Vic Penn, whom he replaced
midway through last season, into sixth
place on the school's career passing
yardage list. Schneider has now passed
for 3,873 yards in his career, six more
than Penn's 3,867. Schneider also is
close to moving past Penn on the career
completions list. Penn completed 329
passes in his UCF career, while
Schneider currently has 285 comple- _

CFF

Senior running back Terrance Williams topped the 1OO·yard mark for the first time in his
career against Uberty, getting 13 carries for 107 yards and three touchdowns.
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Liberty could do nothing Saturday
to contain UCF's potent offensive
attack at the Citrus Bowl. The Golden
Knights scored nine touchdowns and
won 63-0.
UCF scored touchdowns on its
first eight possessions. Six different
Golden Knights scored on five passing
' and four rushing touchdowns.
Ryan Schneider threw for 262
yards in the first half and Brian Miller
threw for 124 in the second. Terrance
Williams ran 13 times for 107 yards.
UCF coach Mike Kruczek said
Schneider looks like he's back' on
track after struggling in the early part
of the season.
"Everything he threw was on target," Kruczek said. "I thought Ryan
made good decisions and that's two
straight weeks, which he hadn't put
back-to-back games together yet.
Hopefully that's a sign of things to
come. He's feeling real comfortable
with what's going on and he's played
himself into the shape he was in last
year, so to speak."
Schneider
threw three touchdown
passes,
marking the first
time this season he
had thrown for
more than one
touchdown pass ' in
a game.

Williams,
·senior, filled in for

Schneider

aD. injured Alex
Haynes at tailback and made the most
:.0f bis opportunity.
"(Williams) did, a good of making
people miss and using his speed and
,s trength t() pick up valuable yardage,"
, Kruczek said. \'I was very pleased ...
Terrance is a senior that sees his
opportunities s)jpping ·away and he's
taken advantage of his last two."
Williams had three touchdowns

JOE KALEITA
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The scoreboard says it all - UCF dominated
Uberty on Saturday night at the Florida
Citrus Bowl.
on the night with runs of 15, three and
seven yards. He scored in the first,
second and third quarters. Fellow
senior Tavirus Davis scored the first
touchdown of the season on a 28-yard
pass from Schneider.
Doug Gabriel caught a 26-yard
pass from Schneider for UCF's third
touchdown. After Williams' second
score, Sean Gaudion ran three yards
for a touchdown. Schneider then threw
an 83-yard touchdown pass to Gabriel
to put the Golden Knights up 42-0 at
the half. The reception tied Charles
Lee, now with the Green Bay Packers,
for the second-longest pass reception
in UCF history.
UCF opened the second half with
the ball and took only 2:30 to score its
seventh touchdown of the game,
Williams' third score. With 2:51 left in
the third Miller recorded his first
touchdown pass of the game on a
three-yard pass to Corey Baker.
Liberty finally stopped UCF on its
next possession, but· the Flames'
offense still could not get anything
started and punted the ball back to the
Golden Knights. UCF's final score
, came with . 10:06 left in the game,
when Miller threw a 56.:yard touchdown pass to Ta,varis Capers. ,
Kruczek said with that play,
Capers was finally able to show UCF
fans what he could do with the football. Kruczek said ·he was not trying to
run up the score; b.µt._Libetty>s defense
PLEASE SEE

Kruczek oN B-9
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UCF backup quarterback Brian Miller played
most of the second half, completing eight of
11 passes for 124 yards and two
touchdowns.
backup quarterback Brian Miller into
the game. Miller played most of the
second half, completing eight of 11
passes for 124 yards and two touchdowns. He also ran the ball on a few
occasions, gaining 32 yards on two carries. One of his runs picked up 19 yards
in a third-and-18 situation.
"Brian did well," Kruczek said. "I
feel comfortable sticking Brian in
there. He studies the game real hard,
and he has as much desire as any player I've ever coached."
Miller led the Golden Knights on
three scoring drives in the second half,
and threw touchdown passes of three
yards to Corey Baker and 56 yards to
Tavaris Capers.

Jake's big adventure
With Liberty threatening to sc<Ke
early in the second quarter, UCF middle
linebacker Tito Rodriguez forced· a
fumble by Flames running back Eugene
Goodman at Golden Knights' 18-yard
line, which junior defensive tackle Jake
McKibben recovered. The 290-pound
McKibben then proceeded to rumble 63
PLEASE SEE

Game oN B-7
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6ame Notes:
UCF: 63 • Liberty: 0
FROM PAGE
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far. For a big guy, he moves
along pretty well."
Two plays later, UCF
scored its fifth touchdown of
the game, a three-yard run by
fullback Sean Gaudion.

Extra points, take two

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

Junior defensive tackle Jake McKibben recovered the first fumble of his
season against Liberty and returned it 63 yards.
yards down the sideline before
being tripped up by Liberty's
Nick Barela.

"Jake's a beck of an athlete.
He did a great job picking the
ball up and running it back th~t

On three occasions, UCF
kicker Javier Beorlegui was
forced to kick extra points of
longer than the usual 20-yards.
On the Golden Knights' third
touchdown, the team was penalized for holding on the extra
point and Beorlegui had to kick
a second time from 30 yards
out. On UCF's sixth touchdown,
the team was penalized for
excessive celebration, and
Beorlegui had to kick a 35-yard
extra point. And on UCF's sev-

enth touchdown, the team
was penalized for a false
starting,
forcing
Beorlegui to kick from 25
yards · out. Beorlegui
made all of them, howev- .
er, en route to a 9-for-9
performance on extra
points in the game. The
nine extra points in one
game tied a UCF singlegame record.

Everyone and
their mother...
With the game safely
in the bag at halftime,
Kruczek emptied his
bench in the second half.
ANDR!J: BEAUCAGE I CFF
Every player who dressed
Redshirt freshman Tavaris Capers mode
for the game actually got
the first catch of his career against Liberty,
into the game.
and
also scored his first touchdown.
"We played everydressed/'
body
that
Kruczek said. "They
backup quarterback Brian
earned the chance to play."
Miller's 124 yards and two
Some of the backups made touchdown passes. Redshirt
significant impacts, led by freshman receiver Tavaris
Capers finished second on the
team with three catches for
66 y·ards, including a 56-yard
touchdown reception. Backup
fullback Dee Brown finished
secon·d on the team in rushing
with 46 yards, and redshirt
freshman receiver Luther
Huggins had two catches for
24 yards. In all, 10 players
· caught passes for UCF and
nine players had rushing
attempts. Even third-string
quarterback Jon Rivera got
into the game for a few
series.
On defense, freshman
defensive tackle Mike Lynche
ended up leading UCF with
six tackles, including two for
lost yardage. He also forced a
fumble and got his first career
sack. Freshman linebacker
Stanford Rhule tied for second on the team with five
tackles and had one quarterback hurry. Backup middle
linebacker Chris Pilinko also
had five tackles, including
one sack and a forced fumble.
Backup cornerback Alphonso
Hopkins had the first pass
deflection of his career.

Over 30,000 Square Feet
of Fitness Featuring:
Strength Training e Cardio Kickboxing
Spinning e Treadmills 0 Lifecycles

News & Notes

Aerobics • over 50 clases per week
Stairmasters • Cross Trainers
Over 50,000 LBS. of Free Weights

.---·- - -------- ------------------------.
I
I
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For the first time this season, UCF did not turn the ball
over in a game ... The Golden
Knights· went 10-for-12 on
third dow~ and held Liberty
to 4-for-15 in third down situations ... The 63-point win
was the second-largest margin of victory in school history.. .It was the first shutout by
UCF since the Golden
Knights beat Louisiana55-0
on
Monroe
Homecoming
last
year... Tavirus Davis's 28yard touchdown catch in the
first quarter was the first this
season by a wide receiver
other
than
Doug
points
Gabriel. .. The 63
scored was the fifth-highest
total in school history ... UCF
avenged the _last meeting
between the two teams, a 7-6
win in Orlando in 1995.
- DAVID MARSTERS
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Enroll today. Work at your own pace.
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Men's soccer records split
The UCF men's soccer team went 1-1 for the
week with a 6-1 win against Campbell on
Saturday and a 2-0 loss to Florida Atlantic on
Thursday.
In both games UCF missed some close shots,
but the Golden Knights regained the finishing
touch in the second half against Campbell when
the offense exploded, scoring five goals.
Daniel Berhane recorded his first hat trick as
a Golden Knight and Zegai Habtom added three
assists as UCF dominated the Camels. UCF led
only 1-0 at halftime after Berhane's first goal, but
Campbell could not keep up with the speed of the
Golden Knights.
UCF ·scored five goals in under 23 minutes in
the second half, with Campbell's lone goal coming off a penalty kick by Tom Robey. Freshmen
Eric Vasquez and Mauricio Ruiz and junior
Kwame Clark rounded out the scoring for the
Knights.
Winch was relieved to see his team score.
"I was really glad to see them finish," he said.
"If you don't finish it starts to get mental."
Both UCF and FAU had good scoring opportunities Thursday, but the Golden Knights could
not seem to find the net, while the Owls managed
to find it twice.
Bjorn Masson scored FAU's first goal unassisted from 15 yards out past a diving Juuso
Heikurainen at the 33:36 mark. In the second half
Reggie Merisier scored on a pass from Masson
and Josh Garbee.
Heikurainen made three saves for UCF and
Jonas Kolstad saved five for FAU.
Winch said TJCF needed to make the most out
of its scoring opportunities.
"The guys have to understand that it's no
good to work hard, pressure the ball, win the ball
back and create goal scoring opportunities and
just not finish the play," Winch said. "They have
to finish it and if they do that we're fine."

Berhane's back
Daniel Berhane scored five goals in the first
eight games of the season, but had not scored
since Sept. 27 before his hat trick Saturday.
The sophomore transfer was said to be the
missing offensive link for a UCF soccer team that
struggled last season. In the four games Berhane

ENC 1102

Writing About Literature

CRW 1101

Beginning Fiction Writing

EDF 3604 , Social Foundations of Educ;atlon
PUR 3000
, LAT 1120

Intro. to Public Relations
Intro. to Latin I

ECO 2023

Pr~nciples

MAC 1105

Basic CoHege Algebra

SYG 2000

Principles of Sociology

of Microeconomics

...

All college credit courses are accepted by all state universities in Florida.
Students registered in a state university in Florida must have an advisor's
approval to register. See our website for specific details.
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CONTINUING
EDUCATION

Sophomore forward Daniel Berhane is leading the
UCF men's soccer team in goals in his first season as
a Golden Knight.

•

did not score, UCF was 1-3.
In Saturday's game against Campbell,
Berhane appeared to be back to the way he played
when UCF opened the season with five straight
wins.
"It felt good," Berhane said. "I had so many
chances to score and I was struggling the last few
games. It felt good to finally score."
Winch said he was glad to see Berhane score
three goals and he hopes that it will give him more
confidence going into the game against Belmont.
- Berhane now leads the team with eight goals.

Belmont and Alabama A&M up next
UCF hits the road this week with games at
Belmont and Alabama A&M. The Golden Knights
take on Belmont on Saturday in Atlantic Sun
action, then play A&M Sunday.
With only six games left in the season, UCF
sits in sixth place in the conference, with the top
six teams advancing to the conference tournament. UCF is 3-3 in conference games and is
ahead of Campbell and Belmont, both winless in
the A-Sun.
Belmont has four conference games left on
the schedule, while Campbell has two. UCF needs
to beat Belmont to assure itself a place in the tournament.

~-·.......
·~~~--~·' .

Marines

Tbe Few. The Proud.
MARINE

JOE KALEfTA

Sophomore midfielder Zegai Haptom had three assists in UCF's 6-1 win over Campbell last Saturday.

I CFF

OFFICER

Visit Captain Jackson Reese or GySgt James Colemon
23-24 Odober 01 of the South Patio/Student Union Bldg
from 10:00 om - 2:00 pm or coll toll free 1/866/290-2680.
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Kruczek empties bench.in game'~ second half
'

Williams scored
a career-high
three
touchdowns,
including one in
the first quarter,
one in the
second quarter
and one in the
third quarter.

ANDR E

BEA UC AGE

JOE KALEITA
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Senior middle linebacker nto Rodriguez had five tackles against Liberty,
induding two for lost yardage. He also forced a fumble.
FROM PAGE

B-6

gave him no choice but to pass.
"They were playing manto-man and to try to run with all
those people in the box, it
upsets you," Kruczek said. "If
they would've just sat in zone
we'd have kept running it, but
they piled the box. That's why I
"threw the one to Capers."

Kruczek said he was able to
play everyone who dressed for
the game. He said they had all
earned the right to play and he
wanted to give them the opportunity. Third-string quarterback
Jon Rivera saw his first action
of the year in UCF' s last series.
He ran once for six yards.
Gabriel made the most of
his receptions in the game. He

had three catches for 124 yards
and two touchdowns.
UCF had 602 total offensive yards, while the defense
held Liberty to just 230. The
defense also recorded five
sacks. Mike Lynche, Willie
Davis and Chris Pilinko each
had one and Josh McKibben had
two. Jake McKibben returned a
Liberty fumble 63 yards in the
second quarter.
Liberty was forced to punt
nine times, turned the ball over
once on a fumble and once on
downs. The fumble and failed
fourth down conversic;m came
inside the Golden Knights' 25yard line. UCF's defense won

the third-down conversion battle as well. The Flames converted only four of its 15 third
downs.
Javier Beorlegui converted
nine extra points, tying UCF's
single-game record. He was
relieved of punting duties in
favor of junior Ryan Flinn, who
had one punt for 32 yards.
"Ryan Flinn's going to be
our punter," Kruczek said. "In
practice he out-kicks Javier. He
really does have a sweet stroke.
There wasn't any reason to take
a chance on Beorlegui getting
hurt that late in the ball game."
Overall, Kruczek said he
was pleased with the game.

I CFF

UCF committed no turnovers
for the first time this season and
was able to win big after a big
win.
He -said the team will prepare for UL-Monroe this week
the same way it prepared for
Liberty and every other team it
played this season.
"We're going to focus the
same way we as if it were
Clemson or Virginia Tech,"
Kruczek said. "They're the next
opponent that's in our way and I
told the team 'it doesn't matter
if it's Florida, LouisianaMonroe or Oviedo High School,
we have objectives and we have
to meet those objectives."

ATTENTION
UCF FALL 2001 GRADUATES!
SHOP & COMPARE before
you buy!
Class
• JOSTENS
Rines $75 - $100

PERSONALIZED
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS/DIP
LOMA FRAMES

LE S thari UCF
Bookstore!

0

•

.Get FREE CAP &
GOWN with ring
pu-rchase!

IN PERSON
Knight's Corner
Bookstore
- Across from campus
- NW Corner of Alafaya &
University

- 8/21 - 8/24 from 1Oam
to 1pm AND 4pm to
6pm

0
0

*FANTASTIC LOW pricing!
SHOP EARLY
HUGE Savings!

ONLINE
http://shop.jostens.com
Available 24/7
Do it YOUR way!

PHONE
Toll-Free
800-926-4343

OR
800-353-5299

• Custom club making
• Full service club repair
• Golf instructions

2So/o off range fees
with a valid UCF ID
Open daily from
9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
(407) 977-1737
West Mitchell Hammock
d., Orlando, Fl. 32765
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Triple Threat remains
undefeated in Speraw Challenge
win keeps us unbeaten as Triple Tureat We hope to
take this momentmn and win us a 5-on-5 Basketball
Competitive League Championship."

JULIE REEVES
CONIRIBUTING WRITER

presented by

~
RISTORANTE

&

PIZZERIA

407-282-4000
Across from UCF - Open 11 am-4am
(11am-2am Sun-Wed) FREE DELIVERY!

To get involved in Intramural
Sports, visit imsports.ucf.edu!

Triple Threat went into the Kirk Speraw 3-on-3
Challenge undefeated in Intramural Basketball since
its formation in the summer of 2001. Triple Threat
breezed into the finals outscoring their competitors
by an average of 12.5 points per game. They conquered the 3...on-3 Challenge and remain undefeated
after the Orlando Miracle gave them some coi;npetition jp the finals. The Orlando Miracle opened the
game with a 5-0 run capped off with a three-pointer
from Mike Winfrey. After those five point~,
Triple Threat
took charge
of the court
taking a 1615 lead and
never let the
Miracle back
in the game.
The team }Vas
lead by Matt
Krzesinski's 15
points,
and
Michael Colin and
Mario Winfrey each contributed five points to Triple
Threats 25-18 victory over the Orlando Miracle. The
Miracle were led by Geno Jarquin with eight points.
"This was a great experience for our team, and
we had lots of fun," Krzesinski said. "The Miracle
gave us a real run, but we were able to prevail. This

Sorority Basketball "Game
of the Week''
Tri-Delt and Alpha Delta Pi both went into
Thursday night's game undefeated, but only one team
of girls could come out on top. Alpha Delta Pi proved
to be the sole undefeated team with their 33-10 win.
Tri-Delt, in blue, got the first possession and sco~
but the golden girls of Alpha Delta Pi
took advantage of Tri-Delt's turnovers
causing Tri-Delt to
call two time outs in the first seven
minutes of the game. The time outs did
not seem to help the Tri-De1t girls. At
the end of the first half Alpha Delta Pi
lead 14-8. Tri-Delt started off the second half with two points by Sara Arp,
but that's the only time they scored.
Alpha Delta Pi seeured their fX>Sition as the only undefeated team in
Women's Basketball.

...

Don't forget sign up for
upcoming IM Sports:
Rec Fest 10/22
Volleyball 10/22
Soccer 11/5

BRING THIS AD AND
SAVE$

'

9900 S. Orange Blossom Trail
Orlando> FL 32837
Call 407-851-3800
www.tropicaJford.com

. ?
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TROPICAL FORD

Average all over finish-$2500
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· Berhane's goal-scoring sparks UCF men's soccer turnaround
TOM ALEXANDER
STAFF WRITER

The UCF men's soccer team has
already guaranteed that it will surpass last
season's 2-14-3 record by winning its first
five games straight and posting a 8-5
record this season, including an upset victory against 15th-ranked Georgia State.
The team can attribute its success to a
mix of returning stars and talented newcomers, especially sophomore forward
·
Daniel Berhane.
Already one of the team's best offensive weapons in only two months on the
squad, Berhane transferred to UCF from
Harris-Stowe State College in Missouri,
and before that, grew up in Sweden, where
he began playing soccer at the age of seven
in the streets with other children.
From those humble beginnings,
Berhane has become one of the most talented players ever to play at UCF.
"If he works just a little harder, he
could be an All-American," said UCF
coach Bob Winch.
Berhane has known success through-

•

I want to win a championship,
l,_ '\ ,.nothing else.
- DANIECB£RHAN°E

~

.ff.

Berhane's
emergence as a
prolific goal-scorer
has helped UCF to
an 8-S record this
season.

out most of his soccer career_.::_he was a
member of the Swedish Junior National
Team from 1994-1997, and scored 17
goals in only 27 games. He was also

offered a tryout with a team in Milan, Italy,
before coming to the United States to play
college soccer.
Berhane says he decided to transfer to

UCF from Harris-Stowe because it was a
growing school with a nice facility, and
since coming here has become an offensive
force to be reckoned with on the field. He
was named A-Sun Player of the Week for
the week of Sept. 10 and currently leads
the team with eight goals. He also leads the
team in assists, shots and points scored.
It is Berhane' s talent for setting up his
teammates for goals that increases the
opportunities for the rest of UCF's offense
to put a lot more balls in the back of the
net.
"The other players follow the examples he sets on offense," said Winch.
Berhane is a leader off the field as
well. A quiet and reserved person, he sets
an example in that capacity as well.
"Daniel is a role model and a very
smart person," says Winch. "I expect him
to do well academically."
Berhane, who is an athletic training
major, made the decision to play soccer in
the United States because he could also get
an education at the same time. Berhane
really aspires to play professional soccer,
but even that goal is secondary.
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3 Bedroom I 2 Bath Homes
From Under $500.per Month

..

Up To $12,000 OFF
Hurry • Limitea Time Offer!
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A Manufactured Home communnv
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2 Sparkling Pools
Clubhouse
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11 vearS._of horror and \\'tavhe\\'t

}

LISA APPLEGATE
STAFF WRITER

U

)

niversal
~tudios _is

1Il
Its
eleventh year of
Halloween Horror
Nights. The event
kicked off on Oct.
5 and will go for
19 select nights
until Nov. 3.
Despite the terrible events of
Sept.
11,
Universal Studios
_is still going to try
and scare the pants
off you.
"It's a safe scare, a safe fear," said senior director of
development Adrian ·LePeltier. He went on to explain
that when you go to something like this, you are expecting to be freaked out, unlike the terrorist attacks of last
month. In order to be "sensitive to the psyche of
America." They did removed some dismembered body
parts and changed some of the blood splattered haunted
house walls to pus, mucus and vomit instead.
Thankfully, nothing has been lost by these few

changes.
The
trademark formula
of five haunted
houses combined
with a bead-throwing parade, "lovely" chainsaw yielding madmen and
Bill and Ted's
Excellent
Halloween adventure was spiced up
a bit this year.
Added to the mix
LISA APPLEGATE I CFF
this year are the
Ooze-Zone Fright
Club, where you can wander the King Kong ride
amidst tons of foam and loud music, Boogeymen
from your favorite horror flicks wandering the
streets ready to "greet" you, the Dangerous
D'Illusions magic show and freak show performers
who display their talents around the park.
For those who have always been freaked out by
any haunted house (ahem, me), this year will be your
worst nightmare. A few of the houses are actually
mazes. From mirrors to complete darkness, the dif-

ferent haurits will really screw up your previously intact
directional ability.
This year's houses are:
• Run - where you are "thrown into a diabolical gameshow, an environment of non-stop motion" with padded
and chain-link walls
• Superstitions - a maze where you are disoriented by
mirrored walls and semi-darkness
• Pitch Black - quite possibly the scariest house ever,
this one is a maze in complete darkness except for the
faces of the "scare actors" which glow for your convenience
• Scary Tales - this one is sick as well as freaky; it has
demented and decaying children's toys and scary
PLEASE SEE

Halloween

oN

LISA APPLEGATE
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BRIANA MIRANDA
STAFF WRITER
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to 'keep those waiting in line entertained. Not
only that, but keeping up with the Halloween
atmosphere, free candy and drinks were
also available. Even the 'tour ~
guides' made it feel like some
sort of theme park with their ~
questions like ~
"How many?" ~ '
and "Any parties ~
of two?"
~
Once
inside
th
Haunted Arboretum <
group of ten was joined with two
tour guides, one in the front to
lead the way fearlessly, all the
while ensuring the group did not
miss a thing, while the guide in
the back protected us from the
J oE KALEITA / CFF unknown. Even though, from
time to time it was pretty obvi- ·
However, do not be fooled, by night it is a ous that the guides themselves were a little
garden of darkness equipped with creepy spooked.
Through the remainder of the 10-minute
crawlers, and even Mike Myers happened to
journey,
you swore you were in the middle of
make a few cameos throughout the night.
a
tormented,
psychotic, demented forest.
Techno music blared in the background
hrieks, screams and howls echoed
across campus Oct. 13 as crowds of
students made their way through the
Haunted Arboretum that started at 9 p.rn.
Arboretum? Isn't that just for plants? Ah,
yes, by day it is a place to appreciate nature.

.f

Definitely a long way from where the three
little pigs grew up. Unfortunately,
~re were no means of electicity out there and therefore
1ur only source of power was
b.e oh-so-dependable flashights that insisted on flickering.
Hey, some say
this added to the
experience.
1er than that, you
had your thrills from the
element of surprise when something that looked like just darkness jumped out into the path.
That's always fun. But, that wasn't the real heart-stopper. What
was so thrilling was the way in
which the Campus Activities
Board incorporated the outdoors with the
event itself. For instance, one of the first
things to catch your eye on the way in was a
deserted tent with campers missing.
On the other hand, there could have been

room for improvement. There needed to be a
little more focus on entertaining those waiting in line. After all, if they're not pleased,
boredom kicks in and people tend to wander
off. If more members of CAB would have
been lurking around those in line, or possibly

··. .. :-..:.·~.
~

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

sneaking up to those unattended or off their
guard, that would have made a difference.
This way those in line feel as if they are participating as well and are part of the same
thrill that's going on inside .

.
I
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Bad credit?
No credit?
Little or no deposit

Luxury or Necessity?

·-----------·
FREE

Call
Whenever
Wherever
(free nationwide
roaming and
long distance)
500 whenever
minutes,
Unlimited
Weekends!!

Vibrating
B~ttery

407-977-9454

Casselberry/Winter Park
Corner of 436
and 17-92

Fashion Square Moll
Upstairs by JcPenny

859 Cypress Pkwy.
In the new Publix Plaza

Hunters Creek/Kissimmee
John Young & Town Ctr Blvd
Winn Dixie Plaze

Longwoood/Altamonte
1/8 of amile north of 436 on
434 in the Jamestown Plaza

407-830-8030

407-898-7080

407-932-1331

407-447-1550

407-772-2022

Poinciana

. ...
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Raising the bar
on pain tolerance

50UNDTR-F1C+< FOR LlFE
KIM LINDQUIS1'
STAFF WRITER

T

ell me if this sounds familiar~ You have just

sound and distinctive mark. The lyrics are heavie1\

broken up with your significant other~ and the music is Jnore organk. and tbe band bas mote ~
";ire feeling really depr~sed. All of a sudden, ,credibility. Mark Cano, •.the lead vocaliSt of ·the ·
you Hear this song playing on the radio that, word ' gt9up~ . is not just ~both~r J3ddie Vedder· wannabe,
for word; sings exactly what you are feeling. Does ,Instead, he sounds as th6ugh he has personally ~
this ring a bell for you? Or have you just watched experienced every word of his songs. Listeners can
too much "Dawson's Creek" lately and are into sympathize with himt and nod their heads as they
music that fades in after a particularly moving seg- think, "Wow. That's happened to me too."
0
Sweeter Lovet' is Athenaeum's masterpiece.
ment a .la Edwin McCain? If so, you will already
Despite
its slow tempo, the song. carries a killer
know the basic sense to this CD. Athenaeum p~e
heat.
Kano's
vocals tremple slightly as h,e tells
sents us with a montage of expressive, well-con1
partner,
'There's
no sweeter love.1 ' This is the song '
&tructed runes that complement our moods and give
NOT to listen to after a fight with your significant ·
us the soundtrack of our day-to-day life.
Athenaeum formed back in 1990 when former other. "If Baby's Gone" sounds like a song from the '
drummer Nie Brown met with vocalist Mark Cano. '50s modified tQ fit the new millennium>s rock
Like a lot of other bands, Attepaeum got their start ,genre. The result is an awesome tune that carries
by doing covers. Their claim to fame back in the nostalgic appeal but is still modern enough to '
day , was imitating the Eagles, with "Hotel please listeners.. "Comfort,'' the first single released ,
California'' being the highlight of their show. Their off of this album, is almost a cry for help. The ~ong .
career progres~ed from this aud eventually landed starts out with a slow beat with a light acoustic solO,
them a spot at their school's pep rally. In 1995, then progresses into a faster tempo and harmonic
Athenaeum released an untitled CD~ aptly referred vocals. One can tell that all the songs were written
to as the Green Album. A year later, the band signed and perfonned by the same band, but the songs are
with Atlantic Records, the label that bas given us not so alike that the album comes off as a bore.
This album is recommended for: Avid viewers
bands such as Toad the Wet Sprocket and the Goo
Goo Dolls, After this; the guys. released Radiance~ of the programming on the WB, Toad the Wet
Soul/Lifehouse/Edwin
their major label debut. Att:er about a four~ year Sprocket/Collective
vacation, Athenaeum went back into the studio. McCain/Stone Temple Pilots' fans, .people who like
Thus, Athenaeum was born, a ten-track assemblage to cry or people who need music as a comfort
This album is not recommended for! People
of devoutly simple songs.
Athenaeum, at first listen, reminds audiences of who need road rage music for the car, harder people
fellow Atlantic Records artist Toad the Wet who hate sappy music, fans of hard rock (i.e. Rage ,
Sprocket and a harder version of Collective Soul. Against the Machine) or hardcore fans of hipHowever, While CollectNe Soul and other such hop/rap music
bands leave audiences craving more originality and
nove}ty, Atbenaeum saturates us with their specific Grade~ B

!
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MATT PHIPPS
STAFF WRITER

R

r all of you who have not yet heard of the CKY (Camp Kill
Yourself) videos they are "Jackass" times 10. Barn Margera, the
brains behind these movies, is a pro-skater who, by the looks of
it, is a little bit insane.
The first two videos, CKY and
CKY2K, where full of crazy stunts like:
blowing up a car, defecating everywhere and a lot of gratuitous naked
male butts. Nowyou may be thinking,'
"oh, that's disgusting," but these are
skate videos, and that's the way they
should be.
CKY3 pretty much leaves off where
the first two, and "Jackass," stop. It is a
hilarious video for the most part, but L....111111;.__...
not as good as the first two, in my opinion. Some crazy stuff on this
video include: mullets (always funny), broken and dislocated limbs,
more defecation, a little urination, some great skate scenes, shopping
carts, roller blades, bikes, naked men, dummies, fights, alcohol, laxatives, police officers, cars, bushes, cats, old men, money, vomit and
women.
. I think my favorite skit is Margera urinating on his sleeping dad.
You can't get any better than that. Margera brings in some talented
skaters to shoot some of the segments as well. People like: Tony Hawk,
Arto Saari, Mike Vallely, who, by the way, is insane, Mike Maldonado,
Alex Chalmers and Tosh Townsend. You get to see them skate pools,
street, vert and street competition, so there is a variety of tricks and
shots.
If you have seen the other CKY videos or are just a fan of Jackass
and want to see some more painfully hilarious stunts, you should really check this video out. During some of the skits I laughed so hard, I
was crying. So, go to your nearest skate shop and pick up Margera's
new masterpiece of destruction. Trust me, just don't try any of the
stunts at home.

Want to get involved with CAB?
Fill out CAB's online interest form.

Campus
Activities Board
Office of Student Activities

Comments on an event?
Let CAB know. Fill out the online

comment form. We're here for you!.

October 17th-24th
17th - Volunteer UCF Green Ribbon Day for "Get Carded, '1 StJ South Patio, l lam~ 1:30pm
17th - Volunteer OCF Mentor Training Session, Student Union Room 220,Apm - 6pm
17th - CAB Homecoming Skit Knight, UCF Arena, 8pm
18th .. CAB ,Special Events: 1-800-Collect Tour, Student Union South Patio> lOam - 4pm

For more information on events
contact the Office of Student
Activities at 407-823-6471 or
stop by the office in SU 208.

"

18th - CAB Homecoming Concert featuring 311> UCFArena, 8pm (tickets $8 with student ID) ~

l 9tb . . CAB Homecoming Spirit Splash, Reflecting Pond, 3pm - 4pm

•.

1Qth - CAB Special Events: THE HAUNTED ARBORET~, UCF Arboretum, 9pm
f,

, 20th - CAB Homecoming Parade, Downtown Orlando, llam

Printable calendar

20th - Homecoming Fan Fair, Tinker Field, 1pin (student awards at 2:30pm)

available online !

20th - UCF Football vs. LA Monroe, Citrus Bowl, 4pm, with Homecoming Court at Halftime
20th - VUCF-SPARK: Humane Society - contact foxie9l3@aol.com for more information

Get Involved!

22nd - International Student Assoc.'s, International Day of Peace, Pegasus'Blnn, 1lam - 5pm
I

Funded by the Activity and Service Fee as allocated
by the Student Government Association

[am Dus Rct i u it i es

24th- CAB Cultural Arts: Theatre ~ight-Ain 1 t Misbehavin/ Theatre UCF, 7:30pm

24th - Emerging Knights "Team Building" Session, Student Union 218D, 6pm

Ad paid for by CAB Public Relations; Putting the ACTIVITY in Campus Activities

\I
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Natural, C-Note lend a hand
JACKIE MYERS
. STAFF WRITER

0

Sophomore Casey Randolph, 20, attended the benrlando radio station XL 106.7, along with the Affection."
The attacks, especially on the Word Trade Center, efit because she has been a fan of both groups for a
help of Trans Continental recording artists
Natural and C-Note, hosted a benefit concert hit Natural a little close to home because they were in while now and thought it was an important cause for
the groups to be involved with . "Helping to raise
for the Clear Channel Relief Fund at Planet Hollywood New City that day for some photo shoots.
Before leaving the stage to make way for C-Note, nioney for the September 11 tragedy is probably one of
Oct. 7.
Those who made a minimum donation of $20 were Natural's keyboard player J Hom was surprised with a the greatest things they could ever have done,"
birthday cake as the audience sang to Randolph said. ·
treated to beverages and a buffet,
In her opinion, the best part of
celebrate his 22nd
rare unplugged performances by
the event was Natural and Cbirthday.
both groups, CD singles from both
Next C-Note was
Note's performance of "God
groups and a chance to mingle with
Bless the USA." "They were very
up
with
their'
the performers.
into
the performance, and it was
smooth
Latin
pop
All proceeds were donated to
pretty
emotional. It brought a few
vocals.
Adorned
in
the American Red Cross to help
tears
to
my eyes," she said.
matching
assist those affected by the Sept. 11
American
flag
Randolph confessed she would
attacks. So far, the Clear Channel
"United We Stand"
have donated more than the $20
Relief Fund has raised over $7 milT-shirts, they perSPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
minimum if she had more money.
lion to aid those in need.
"A woman standing in front of me
formed one song
A maximum of 200 ticket~ were
from their first album and a few from in line wrote out a check for $150 without even thinkavailable and went on sale at 11
their next release. C-N ote shined ing about it. That was a very great and rare thing to see
a.m. the day of the event on a first
with their perfectly blended har- these days."
come, first serve basis. Fans were
"I had a really great time, and I know that all of my
monies.
given numbers for their order in
Before hopping down from the friends did, too. It was very fun, and I left knowing
line so they could leave and come
stage to spend some time with the that I did my part in supporting the families of the
back before the event started at 3
fans, Natural and C-Note joined tragedy," Randolph said.
p.m.
forces to
The tables and chairs were
perform
removed from the main floor of
JAcKrn
MYERs
/
CFF
"God
Planet Hollywood to allow the
audience to gather around the stage. Buffet tables Bless the USA" and strike
topped with sandwiches, chicken, pasta, salad and some poses for the photographers ..
cake lined both sides of the walls.
Natural and C-Note
But the main course was the musical performances.
Hometown boys Natural began with their rendition of hung around for almost
the "Star Spangled Banner." Then they launched into two hours while fans chatfour pop-rock songs from their upcoming album ted, got autographs and
JACKIE MYERS I CFF
including their remake of the Nelson hit "Love and took photos with them.

HOMECOMING WEEK
Give A Pint, Get A Pint @SU>10a-5p .
SCC Fall Film "CrouchingTiger... " FREE>12p&7:30p
Wednesday Knight Jive @SU Patio>7-11p
Green Ribbon Day @SU Patio>11-1 :30p
FREE Yoga@SU Garden-Key 221AB>7-8:30p
Homecoming Skit Knight @UCF Arena>8p-12a
Knights Roundtable @Beef O'Brady's> 7-Sp

..

Homecoming Concert, 311 @UCF Arena>8p
Karate Class @SU Key West 221AB> 7:30-9p
CRU-"Where is God in the Midst of Tragedy" @SU
Pegasus Ballroom> 7:30p
Interviewing Techniques@SRC 7F, Room 185>1:30p
UCF Trumpet Ensemble @Cathedral of St. Luke>12p
"Duel of Fools" @SAK Comedy Lab>8p
Biketoberfest @Daytona USA>all day

.

Spirit Splash @Reflecting Pond>3-4p
The Haunted Arboretum>9p
Withdraw! Deadline
Biketoberfest @Daytona USA>all day
Oedipus the King" @Vcc· East Campus>8p
Orlando Ghost Tours @Church Street>8p
Alumni Party @SU various rooms>6p-1a
/)

,

TUb.. aJl2.b.. FOl2. INFOR..lvlATION Db.PR..!\/ATION
The Black Crowes @Sunrise Musical Theater
New Found Glory @HOB
FREE Yoga@SU Garden Key221AB>7-8:30p
Self-Discovery Knights-Combating the Blues @SU Key
West Rm 218C>7-8:30p
C. FL Jewish Film Festival @Enzian Theater>Sp
Learn Tai Chi @Stone Soup Collective>6:30-7:30p
"Bach--To the Future" @CNH 129>9a-12p

•f

Karate Class @SU Key West 221AB>7:30-9p
International Fair-FREE FOOD@Student Center
Auditorium>11 a-5p
The Bellamy Brothers @UCF Arena>7:30p
Arthur Houle (piano) @UCF Rehersal Hall>8p
Caribbean Festival @SU South Patio>12-2p

Get Tl-lb.. 61UNNy every week in

THE central florida

FUTURE

INFORMATION DEPRIVATION

I

If you've ever missed a free concert
or had nothing to do on a Friday
night...then you are officially a victim.
UCF students have been deprived of
information for too long. Luckily, you
have found the cure.

A

Are you a victim?
Be deprived no more.

MatrixLadies
no cover
Muldoon•
§Jam Band
KnlghtHghts DJ Nasty1em
Wing Shack~ DJ K~Ozz

10120

LA Mon_roe>4p

10l22M

23

Rtno Pioar ··
l nterco!legiate

10122

Deadline for Rec

10119

Stetson lnv'I
@Deland > Sp*

fest &Volleyball

iii

10120..
21

Head of the Charles
@Boston

10118
10120

~Belmont>1·p

10119

f L Atlantic>7p

W@Troy st.>7p

Matrix.. College Night KnlqhtllgMs. DJ Sand
Devaneys- Open Mic ~-DJ Chuck
nigh~ Happy Hr 11p-2 Ca1r2 - Ladies Night,
Bar Orlando- Kick A free drinks til 11 :30
College Night

l<.I

\\IC..
Tabu - Mr. & Mrs. College -WIN A
SAVINGS BOND
oevanev•s - 25 Wings for $6.95, Coors
Light $4 pitchers

~ON

For more specific.event information or to submit your own event visit http:/fskiriny.'kfi1g

HOB· New Found Glory
HfiesQl.1§1:11? - DJ Prostyle. Mega
City DJs, Disco and the City Boys
Knlghtllghts - DJ J Love
t;taye A Hice Da,y Caf~ - College
Nl9ht

tcaslorg ·
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l)OROSCOPES .
(March 2l~April 20). An unusual flirtatio~ may
attention. Expect rare social triangles or compet~
ingjealousies. Romantic promises are unpredictable. Avoid
emetional riskj if possible.

Aries

d~mand

Taurus (April 21-May 20). Expect otliers to be distrustful of poorly .d efihed "work projects or social gatherings.
14ot many' Taurea~s this brief,phase of confusion will .initi- '
ate sevetal months of changed duties and fast social decisions.

'Gemini (May 21-J.une 21). PhYsical attraction will be dif--i

ficult to ignore. Watch for a powerful sensualjty to atrive.
Potential lovers will notice your . confidence and respon'"
siveness to emotion.

Cancer (June 22-July. 22). Romance and long-term
friendships will adopt a committed or serious tone. For
many Cancerians, a th:J;e-e-mQntJ:i period of inner sr+ugg1e or
emotional deci·sion is ending.
L.~o (July

23-Aug • .22). Listen carefully to the ideas an,d
observations of loved ones. Close friends and lover-s may
reveal their needs. intentions or hiMen feelings. Some
·Leos may also encounter an unusual power struggle in the
workplace .

.Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Old dreams or career plans are
., accented. Expect forgotten ideas and postponed projects to
be effectjv:ely put into action. Watch for changed educational deadlines and new schedules. Key projects are clue
.for revision.

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). Confidence and social optimism
are due to increase. Watch for a new self-awareness to
arrive. Many Librans will leave behind past feelings of
inadequacy and resentment~
(Oct. 24-Nov~ 21). Work routines may change.
Expect a steady increase in office duties or paperwork. For
QJ.any Scorpios this brief period of scattered demanos will
be followed by a sudden rise in financial speculation.

Scorpio

Sagittarius (Nov.

22-Dec. 21). New love affairs and
short-term romance will be mildly drall,latic. At present,
friends and lovers may be sentimental and ' openly nostal~
gi~. For some Sagittarians this minor phase of delicate
emotions will initiate a fairly intensive eight-week period

of romantic change .

.Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.

20). Honesty and open discussions are strong the;pie.s this week. Watch for · friends or
lovers to probe for fiµaf answets or be openly sentimental.
For many Capricorns this will initiate a significant period
of romantic and social movement.

Aquarius (lap. 21-Fep. 19;). /\ coll~ague or wort official
way be particularly charming or seductive. Walch for an
atmosphere oeconfidence and lighthearted discussions to '
arrive in key relationships.

Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20). Watch .f or a clos1 friend or
fazyrily member tQ expres.s cnncem over th.e rece·nt behavior
of a mutual fqendo:r; relative. :At pre~ent, aspects tndicate
that otpers
overty foqll~M
emotional dynat;µic$
between family members.
*

may be

on,

'"

IfYpur·Birthday is 'FhisWeek... Find positive ways
to improve daily "' nmtines and long~term career plans,

Planetary aligntnents indicate that a brief butintense period of revised habits and rekindl;d 1:1mbitions ar.e, needed.
For' many Librans, this newfound awareness of style, daily
initiate a threecommitments and business creativity
to four-year cycle of fast workplace changes and new
social outlets.

wm

Of

BOD~

·•
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conn .unaana Pt~M$ AN OXYMOff ON?
DAVID TAYLOR
STAFF WRJTER

Horror films as a whole are a mixed
bag when it comes to quality. Either the
movie is really effective and fun or it
makes It's Pat look like a piece of art.
With Halloween comes a slew of horror films released into the cinemas, as well
as constant advertisements in rental chains
displaying their "best horror picks." Many
people will rent or pay to see these films
just for the cheese factor alone, but others
go to actually see a decent film.
Unfortunately, with stuff like I Still Know
What You Did Last Summer and Valentine
coming out of Hollywood, horror films
have become idiotic "who is the killer" and
"my breasts are bigger than yours" teenfests.
The concept of renting a good horror
film has become foreign an Oscar is to
Keanu Reeves for most people. With this
in mind, here are a couple of horror films
that are actually "good." Some succeed
with their scares, others with their humor
and gore, but they are all definitely worth
seeing. In no particular order:

1. Evil Dead
2 - The "Evil
Dead" series
be
should
required
viewing for
college graduation. From
gore
to
laughs, there
is
nothing
this trilogy
does
not
have.
The
original Evil Dead is pretfy much a fullfledged horror film with tons of gore and
low-budget special effects, which ironically enough is what makes it great! The third
film of the series, Army of Darkness, is
more of an action movie with horror elements, only categorized with the others
because it is the third film in the series.

•

horror "sub
genre." The
movie
is
about two
American
students
who
are
attacked by
a werewolf
in northern
England.
One
is
killed, and
the
other
begins to change into Rin Tin Tin as well!
An American Werewolf in London is a
great horror film that has a good sense of
humor and actually a halfway decent plot.
The acting is also top-notch. As far as the
special effects go, even though this movie
is almost 20 years old, they are still far
superior to 75 percent of the effects out
there today. No CGI here like the stupid
sequel to this movie, An American
Werewolf in Paris, only good old fashion
make-up, puppetry and animatronics. The
results are much better than it sounds in
what is probably the best horror film of the
early '80s. A DVD of this movie was also
recently released that you might want to
check out. ·
4. Suspiria This is an
older one,
but "It gets
better with
age."
Suspiria
rates
at
about 100
percent on
the freakiness factor.
It
takes
place at a German dance school where rich
parents send their anorexic daughters to
perform ballet. Obviously, nothing is as. it
seems for many of the girls begin to get

shamelessly knocked off in some of the
most brutal murder scenes ever to grace
the screen. Unlike most horror films,
Suspiria is actually scary, or can be, given
the right audience. The director Dario
Argento uses suspense rather than cheap
fright gimmicks to drive home the fear.
The creepy music and vivid colors in a
claustrophobic atmosphere are what really
helps to achieve th~s suspense. The movie
is definitely style over substance, but that
is easily forgiven because it is so good at
what it does. Truly a movie for horror fans,
also subject to a new DVD release. Watch
this one with the lights out.
5.
The
Thing
Before John
Carpenter
made second-rate
films like
Escape
from L.A.
and Ghosts
of Mars, he
did some
quality
films starring the man, the myth, the legend-Kurt
Russell. The Thing is a remake of an old
1950s sci-fi film of the same title.
However, this remake is a vast improvement upon the original in all areas. The
story is set at an American research station
in Antarctica, The group of scientists there
discovers an organism of, you guessed it,
"unknown origin." It seems this "Thing"
can mimic other creatures, taking over
their cells and in effect killing them. This
goes for the researchers as well, for most
of the suspense in the film is in not knowing who is and who is not "The Thing."
The movie has some decent scares and an
awesome story. Upon first viewing, it is
sort of a weird horror/sci-fi hybrid.
Eventually, however, the horror wears
away, but one is still left with a great story.

HaUoween Horror Wigh+t: Wot a f,ogus journev
FROM PAGE

.

However, the best by far is the second
movie, Evil Dead 2. It is a lot like the first
film, only with higher production costs
and a lot more dark comedy. Not to give
too much away, but the film involves
witches, zombies and disembodied hands
attacking our hero Ash, played by the
severely underrated Bruce Campbell.
There is tons of gore, some of it hilarious
in its pointlessness, and some quotable
lines. If you see nothing else on this list, do
yourself a
and
favor
watch this
movie!
Dead
2.
Alive - Dead
Alive (called
Braindead
overseas), is
the typical
"New
Zealand er
falls in love
with girl and
is plagued by the undead'' film.
"Zombification" in this movie is started
through the bite of the "Sumatran Rat
Monkey" and passes down to others like a
disease, also through biting. Enough with
the plot though, bring on the gore! Dead
Alive has to be one of the goriest movies
ever put to the screen. Flying intestines, rib
cages, and gallons of blood fill the film.
Definitely not for the squeamish, but
extremely entertaining for sickos like
yours truly. Just make sure to get the
"unrated" version, not the R-rated one. The
latter has so many of the gore scenes edited; it is not even worth watching. A side
note, the director of this movie, Peter
Jackson, also helms all three films in the
upcoming Lord of the Rings trilogy so
check this out first to get some insight into
a man who is probably going from the Blist to the A-list in about 3 months.
3. An American Werewolf in London The only good film in the entire werewolf

Harry Potter booty shake with J-Lo? Although the "plot"
that they attempted this year was the lamest yet, the parodies were above average.
The Ooze-Zone Fright
Club was the most innovative
thing I've seen in my 5-year
attendance at Halloween
Horror Nights. Why they are
only having it on the first four
Friday and Saturday nights of
the event is beyond me. There
are scare actors in the
entrance and exit of this
walk-through "night club,"
but in the middle things get
even crazier. Sure, no one knows exactly what this foam
is or what it is made out of, but it doesn't leave you feeling gross or sticky at all. You can choose to get corn-

C-1

grannies
• The Mummy Returns: The Curse Continues - a
tomb, many mummies, an evil curse (you know the drill)
The parade doesn't really thrill me that much. Maybe
it's because the beads they throw aren't my whole world,
like they are to some people. If you want to be trampled
on and fought with to catch those oh-so-precious plastic
necklaces, go ahead. I'll wait by one of the many
refreshment stands. They have more places to buy liquor
and food all over the park this year, which is always
helpful.
As always, Bill and Ted's show was the highlight of
the Halloween Horror Nights experience. They never
fail to disappoint with their amazingly believable
celebrity look-alikes doing pop culture parodies, un-PC
humor and big dance numbers. Where else can you see

COLLEGE OPTICAL EXPRESS

~'All

Your Eyecare Needs"
UCF Student Union
407..823-4020

CeDegeOpdcaJBxpren.com

~
DESIGNER EVEWEAR

pletely saturated in the stuff or just walk through it and
get it all over your feet (unless someone grabs you and
decides that you're too clean and need to be thrown into
the middle against your will where
foam is falling from the ceiling in
large clumps).
Get chased by horror film characters like Freddy Krueger, Jason,
Michael Myers, the Hellraiser clan
and the freaks from The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre, enjoy the
shows, get spooked by ghastly
creatures in the haunted houses or
just drink till you're not scared
LISA APPLEGATE/CFF
anymore, either way you're going
to have a fun night.

Open Mon. - Fri. 9am - 6pm
Sat. 1Oam - 12pm

•

DESIGNER SUNGLASSES

•

CONTACT LENSES

•

EYE EXAMS
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CHRISSY FICARA
STAFF WRITER
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~:rky

reject member.
Corky Romano
(Chris Kattan) a lifeloving, '80s music
bopping,
colorful
character who is
called to save his
rough and tough mob
brothers, one being
secretly gay, the
other illiterate and
his dying (of course)
boss father. Corky
takes a hiatus from
his
veterinarian
career to pose as an
FBI agent, on a mission to steal the evidence against his
father so that he
can't be prosecuted.
The movie takes off
from there in a series
of ridiculous accidents and mocking
of character flaws.
Corky Romano
falls just short of
entertamrng.
For
those looking for a
movie requiring little
to none thought or
attention, this movie
will do it. It is unfortunate that talent
such as Kattan's was
wasted; he is usually
a very funny guy.
Still his performance
may be the only driving force to see this
film-ever.
For the record,
save money, rent it,
or better yet, wait
until it becomes a
USA Superstation
rerun, which will not
take long, I promise.

is

Romano
? Quite frankly,
who really cares?
It is unfortunate
that comedy writers
these days have to
stoop to such obvious lows to raise
laughter out of
moviegoers; sometimes it is even
insulting. Sitting in
what
some
moviemakers
would consider a
"target audience"
of teen to 20-somethings, little laughter, maybe an occasional chuckle or
two, was heard during the 90-minute
showing of Corky
Romano.
This so-called
comedy, starring
Chris Kattan, from
the
legitimately
humorous
"Saturday
Night
Live," reveals its
few "funny" scenes
in . its previews,
causing the audience to be less
seven dollars plus
snack money without any comedic
gain, after viewing
it in its entirety.
So, what exactly is its entirety?
(Or lack thereof.)
Corky Romano Is
the ever-popular
story of a mob family and its one

l'

_-New York Style

•

Hong Kong Buffet
ALL YOU ·CAN EAT
•Sushi
• Snow Crab Legs
•Fresh Vegetables
• Cocktail Shrimp
•Prime Rib
•And much much more·

..

r

Located at Aloma Plaza
In the Old Walmart
10663 E. Colonial Dr.

(407) 482-08q8

$3.95 lunch or $6.95 dinner buffet
with UCF ID.
-Dine in only. Not valid with any other coupon.

Unwritten Lsw: New CD shove sll ex_pectstions
MATT PHIPPS
STAFF WRITER

A

s a punk, it is nice to see a little publicity going out to bands that, in my opinion, should be getting more of it.
This talented band from Southern California
put out their first album, Blue Room, in '95 and
in '96 their. second album, Oz Factor. Their
next CD, the self-titled Unwritten Law, was
released two years later. It had one "hit" by the
standards of mainstream "Callin." It was a good
song, but it lacked the true style of Unwritten
Law, but it got them a spot on the 2000 Vans
warped Tour.
Now three years later, Unwritten Law is
coming out with a new CD titled Elva. Right
now, they are touring with Sum 41 to kick of
the release of this album, which is set for
·release on Nov. 6. Even though the CD has not
been officially released, I got a sneak peak of
the album, thanks to modem technology, and all
I can say is that this is great CD.
In my opinion, it is some of Unwritten

Law's best work to date. Elva, pays homage ~o
Sublime with "Raleigh Soliloquy Pt. IV, 11
"Seein' Red," "SoWoquy Pt. V" and "Soliloquy ·
Pt. VI." This was great-at least to me, because
I am a Sublime fan. But, then again, who isn't?
I thought the CD was very mature. They
have. finely tuned their sound and style. They
still have kept their Southern California sound
even though this is the biggest CD they have
out to date. I find this to be very respectable and
have always like bands that stay with their
roots.
Some other good songs on the album are
"Mean Girl," "Up All Night" and "Blame It On
Me." The CD was great and if you like punk
that is a little melodic, then this is a CD that you
have to check out. The shows in Florida have
been sold out, so if you didn't get tickets, check
out some of Unwritten Law's older albums until
Nov. 6. Then check out the new album, Elva
and listen to truly talented musicians.

,,
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JACKIE MYER I
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he fifth annual Orlando Music Awards took place on the night, each claiming two awards. Gargamel! reclaimed
Oct. 13 at Hard Rock Live. Sponsored by Orlando the awards for best hard edge act and CD of the year for
Weekly magazine, the 2001 OMA recognized the Touch My Fun. Blue Meridian took home awards for best
pop rock group, as well as best live act of the year.
best of Orlando's diverse music scene.
DJ Sandy was named best Club DJ for the third consecBilly Manes, the man behind Orlando Weekly's "The BList," hosted the gala. Unfortunately, Manes was noi as utive year. Amy Steinberg picked up the award for
comical or entertaining on stage as he is in print. He tried to singer/songwriter of the year. The award for best
Funk/Soul/R&B
ensemble
keep the crowd amused
went to 11 Red Apples. Nature
between sets but lacked the
Kids received the award in the
ability to improvise when he
Hip-Hop/Rap
category; howwas cued to "stretch time."
ever,
the
group
has recently
Fans voted for their
broken up.
favorite musical acts via
Two of the night's winners
orlandoweekly.com or by
were unable to pick up their
sending in ballots published in
awards due to touring. The
Orlando Weekly. Votes were
Spitvalves received the title of
accepted from Sept. 6 - 26.
best punk group of the year, but
The night began with a
slow start, · as many winners
JAcxrn MYERS / CFF
are currently overseas in
London. Best rock group, My
were not in attendance.
However, fans crowed around the stage as soon as the per- Hotel Year, is also on the road.
Other winners included Prophecy, electronic; Hindu
formances started. The show included live acts from various
Cowboys, Americana; NSYNC, pop vocal; Cuco Reyes y su
music genres.
Cider opened their set with a video reminiscent to Orquestra Vibracion, Latin; Michael Andrews and
MTV's comical sketches. The pop rock band's three song ·Swingerhead, jazz; Umoja, world.
After the ceremony, guests received a compilation CD
set resembled the sounds of Lifehouse.
featuring
songs from this year's nominees. Ticket holders
Hard edge nominee Grumpy gave the most electrifying
performance of the night, incorporating pyrotechnics into were also treated to free after parties in CityWalk, featuring
their set. Bassist Roach even circulated the crowd and a handful of OMA nominees. Blue Meridian -ended their
award winning night with a performance on CityWalk's
played while sitting on the stage's steps.
Sam Rivers Trio combined music with art during their plaza stage. Erik Velez performed at Latin Quarter. The 506
performance. While the musicians played a jazz collection, Crew played a set at Bob Marley's, and the Joint Chiefs kept
an artist painted on a black canvas. By the end of the set, the the night rocking as they took over Hard Rock Live.
This year's Orlando Music Awards served its purpose, as
artist had completed a colorful portrait of a saxophone playmusicians and fans alike enjoyed a casual evening of music
er.
Gargamel! and Blue Meridian were the big winners of and entertainment.

DOCl<ERS®

Factory Store
BY DESIGNS

"

The sky. The water. The stores.

,

Waterford Lakes Town Center__..
Fall Festival 2001
Daily Prize Drawings * Clowns* Face Painting * Carniva Games
Local Artwork * Live Music * Contests * Balloons * And More!

at

Waterford Lakes Town Center

Thursday, October 18

6-10pm

Sit back, relax and unwind to the sounds of T.Scott Walker as we
celebrate the coming of Fall and the beginning of our Fall Festival.
Plenty of fun for the entire family!

Friday, October 19

7-10pm

Rock with Orlando's very own, Cider! You've seen them at Hard Rock
Live ... now enjoy them as we celebrate the grand opening of our
newest store, Levi's I Dockers Factory Store by Designs.

Saturday, October 20

7-10pm

Grab a burger, order a shake, and get ready to rattle-n-roll to the tunes
of Big Slick and the Greasers as we celebrate the grand opening of
America's favorite small town diner, Johnny Rockets!
'J

Sunday, October 21

1-Spm

Bring the whole family out to a day of fun activities, great entertainment, and shopping. Sing along to the tunes of Lucky Dog Band and
let the kids go wild riding the train and having their faces painted.
**Register to win great prizes provided by some of our merchant
partners, including All American Hot Dogs, Artistreet,
Cookies by Design, Hallmark, Living Quarters, Merle
Norman, Panera Bread, Party Land, Planet Beach,
Regal Cinema, Scrapbook Headquarters, Subway, Supernails,
Super Target and Zany Brainy!

TO~~N1«
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Mall event
5 Speech
impediment
9 Posts
14 No holds barred
15 Bruins of coll.
sports
16 Arm bones
17 Female
apprentices
19 Puccini opera
20 Sweetheart
21 Fates
23 Trapped
25 Ululated
26 Trampled (on)
28 _Dawn Chong
29 Feed
32 Pocket bread
35 Fellow
37 Madeover
39 Pungent
41 Sentimental
drivel
43. 66"
44 Repair-shop car
46 Capture
48 Elevator man?
49 Conclude
50 Bub
52 Statuesque
54 Call forth
57 Reverse dive
61 Encomium
64 Hackneyed
65 Crockett's
Waterloo
66 Of the sky
68 Constant traveler
69 Told a whopper
70 Gantrell or Turner
71 Second decade
72 Eve's grandson
73 Countercurrent

14
17

20

.««

23

•

11117/01

8 Quarterback, at
times
9 Rebel, asea
10 Byonesett
11 Thoroughly
12 Shoestring ·
13 Salton and
Black
18 Observer
22 Eye drop
24 Collie or corgi
27 Tunneled
30 Opposed
31 PGAprops
32 Washed-out
33 Laptop. image
DOWN
34 Brand
1 Second·year
36 Thlthers
coeds
partner?
2 Chef's protection 38 Eliza of
3 Infamous
"Pygmalion"
Helmsley
40 Deified men
4 Amuse
42 Horse morsel
5 Ear~ike
45 Slightly blue
projection
47 Sack
6 Chilled
S1 Traffic ring
7 Glossy
53 Highland miss

Please see
answers on
page A-11

55 Geneva's lake
56 Advertising
connection
58 Watef nymph
59 large African

antelope
60 Kind of race

61 Breathe shallowly
62 Spiny African
plant
63 Nile queen,
briefly
67 Bradley and
Begley

...

!
..

When you think

Of graduate school .•.

Think Outside the box

-v
,U$

*~ f~t'h~ Future's photograpfters art>Und• . .
.•snamtlJng· J[>lloios' of anytne ~I ·catehes their ey~ w~
will··ai~temate anf.l fenmle· ~:c~' every M"ee~.MI

,, YO\l

. is~l!l

fltey~f

As a student in FAU's Master of Justice
Policy and Management program, you will
learn how to:

• Develop visionary leadership strategies
• Promote a positive climate for proactive change
• Use research results to solve problems and
make decisions
•Translate public policy into operating procedures
for police, courts and correctional agencies

·FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY
Boca Raton • Dania Beach • Davie • Fort Lauderdale • Jupiter • Port St. Lucie

(954) 762-5662 • www.fau.edu/dcj
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Lead stories

charged with tying their son down
at night, with a hog ring on his
penis, to curb his masturbation
habit (Pryor, Okla., September).
A former British army sergeant
was charged with repeatedly
punching and kneeing his son
after the kid, as is his regular pattern, once again beat Dad at
Monopoly (London, September).
Police in Casselberry, Fla.,
arrested a 29-year-old woman in
August and charged her with
leaving her kids, age 12 and 8,
locked inside her storage locker
all day while she was at work; she
pointed out that it was one of the
larger lockers on the lot (at 12 feet
by 20 feet), but still had no
plumbing or ventilation, and the
temperature was more than 100
degrees inside. Then, less than
three weeks later and 130 miles
away in Stuart, Fla., a 30-year-old
woman was arrested for doing the
same thing, except that her reason
was merely so she could buy
liquor and go bowling.

At a Sept. 15 Pop Warner football league game (kids age 13 and
14) in Milford, Mass., after the
home team had conducted a brief,
pre-arranged memorial observance (with both teams' players
and cheerleaders) for the victims
of Sept. 11, the referee nonethe- less tossed his yellow penalty
flag, assessed the home team a
15-yard penalty for delaying the himself is not expected
start of game, and refused to to leave · his exile in
change the call despite outraged Saudi Arabia. . A few
weeks earlier, accordprotests.
to a San Francisco
ing
An October issue of Moscow
Chronicle
dispatch, the
Times profiled Ms. Galine
62
now-impoverished
· Sinitsyna, 40, who is unemployed
(formerly, a firing-range instruc- children of the late
tor), supports a teen-age son and Central African Republic emperor
feels -her job prospects are dim. Jean-Bedel Bokassa (who had
She is a few months too old for similar proclivities for murder
the military but would really like and cannibalism), are seeking
to become a government sniper in permission of the government to
Chechnya, which she has heard turn the former family home into
pays about $60 a day J:?lus a per- a tourist attraction.
kill commission. She said she has
tried to take the high moral Your one-stop
ground in her job search, turning
litig~tion superstore
down a very lucrative position as
Wal-Mart reported that nearly
a contract killer for the mob. She
5,000 lawsuits were filed against
said she was inspired by tales of a
it last year (a rate of about one
unit called the White Stockings,
every two hours, with jury verfemale snipers who fought for
dicts coming in at a rate of six a
Chechnya in 1994-'96.
day), making it the second mostAccording to a September
sued entity in the country after the
report in the London Daily
federal government, according to
Telegraph, former Ugandan dictaan August USA Today story.
tor Idi Amin (who occasionally
Suing the 4,300-store company is
ate his enemies until he was
so lucrative for lawyers that the
deposed in 1979, after a career of
American
Trial
Lawyers
reportedly
ordering
about
Association sponsors a seminar
100,000 murders) is said to be
exclusively on Wal-Mart issues,
encouraging his 48 children
and private attorneys sponsor the
around the world to go restore the
Wal-Mart J.:itigation Project to
family home in the village of . trade tri:µ techniques and inforAura as a monument, although he

presented by

ACROSS FROM UCF!

mation about the company.
Demonstrating that it does not
long hold a grudge, Wal-Mart
pharmacies continue to participate in the ATLA members'
health-insurance
prescription
plan.

Police blotter
Jeffrey Jacobitti, 49, was
arrested by police in Keansburg,
N.J., on July 5 after he drove up to
two women and a 12-year-old girl
and apparently illegally wiggled
his tongue at them. The deputy
police chief said the wiggling, in
his opinion, was harassment that
conveyed a threat: "(The . wiggling) crossed the line, especially
with the juvenile."
Canadian authorities, working
with New York City police,
arrested Patrick Critton, 54, in
September and said he is the man
who skyjacked an Air Canada
plane to Cuba in 1971 and has
been on the run ever since.
Critton's whereabouts (in Mount

Vernon, N.Y., where he
was working as a schoolteacher) were discovered
when a law enforcement
official had the bright idea
to enter "Patrick Critton"
into an Internet search
engine.
In August, a sheriffs lab crew
in West Bridgewater, Mass., managed to get a record of the fingerprints of suspected drug-dealer
Francisco Sanchez, 21, despite
the man's having strategi~ally bitten his fingertips bloody while
waiting for the crew to arrive; a
person's prints go "pretty deep,"
said an officer. And the month
before, in Lewiston, Maine, a 17year-old boy, who had been
arrested earlier in the evening for
assault at a convenience store,
escaped briefly by chewing
through the metal chain of his
handcuffs.

Adventures in bad
parenting
A mom (school principal) and
dad (sheriff's sergeant) were
charged with making their son
sleep outside and dumping dog
feces in his knapsack for his failure to do errands (Los Angeles,
September). A mom and dad were

People different from us
Jerold West, 65, was arrested
in August in Newark, Ohio, after
a nighttime stakeout, and charged
with littering a downtown alley
off and on for the last four years.
His craft consisted of clipping
pieces of magazines, newspapers
and junk mail and dumping
mounds · of the confetti around
Third Street. By a merchant's
count, it required "thousands" of
hours over the years to sweep up
the messes. West, trying to
explain himself to the arresting
officer, said, "I guess it's just a
thrill. In the evenings (since my
wife died), I get bored."
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qortrt;4. (j);4_1fCP,
Check out our ADULT Classes!

Back Booth (275-7480)
Knight Lights
(482-2500)
Knight Out Pub (275-3052)
Liquid Cellar (381 -1009)

21+
18+

pub/concert
top 40 dance

18+
18+

pub/pool hall/dining
concert/bar

II $3-7

bands
DJ

· $4-5

II $3-5

jukebox
both

pubtbar/dinner-·~-

oth... - - -· t ..$3,,5...

Ij Citywalk
I
I
I

Bob Marley's (224-2262)
Cityjazz (224-5299)
The Groove (224-2227)
Latin Quarter (224-2262)
Margaritaville
(224-2155)

21 +
18+
18+
21 +
ALL

concert/dance ·
concert/dining
progressive dance
Latin dance
Concert/dance

(894-6258)
Tabu (648-8363)
Tanqueray's (649-8540)
Wall Street Cantina
(420-1515)
Will's Pub (898-5070)

Other
Copper Rocket
(645-0069)
Cowboys Orlando
(422-7115)
Fiddler's Green
(645-2050)
Globe (422-0019)
Harold and Maude's
(422-3322)
Johnny's Rockin' Bistro
.(671-6969)
Mulvaney's (841-~336)
Roxy (898-4004)

'Waterford la~s 'Town Center
781 ff. ,A{aftlya 'Trai{
Orfaalo, 'Fl 32828

$3.25
$5.25
$3-10
$3.25
$3.25

-

www.gottadanceonline.com

{407) 380-6620

I
I

both

! $2.25

! $5

dance
dance
restaurant/bar
bar/disco/concert
pub/dance
progressive Dance
top 40 dance
top 40 dance
pub/smokeshop

both
DJ
DJ
DJ/jukebox
both
DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ
jukebox

18+

progressive dance

DJ

$3-5

18+
18+

dining/concert
'70s dance/dining

both
DJ

$3-5
$7

18+

piano bar

live piano

$5

18+
21 +
18+

progressive dance
cigar bar/pool hall
progressive bar

DJ
jukeb9x

DJ

$5
NO
$5

f:mTRAVELI

21+
21+

pub
pub

both
bands

$3-7
NO

Student Union 407.541.2000

18+

concert/dance/dining

both

$5

21+

pub

bands

NO

18+

gay dance

DJ

$5-8

I Downtown
' Alpha Bar (841-6544)
Antigua (649-4270)
Baraka (839-8500)
Barbarellas (839-0457)
Bar Orlando (540-0081)
Blue Room (423-2588)
Cairo (422-3595)
Chillers/Latitudes (649-4270)
Cigarz on Church St.
(839-0031)
The Club At Firestone
(426-0005)
Dantes (839-0605)
Have A Nice Day Cafe!
(839-1939)
Howl At The Moon
(841-9118)
Icon (649-6496)
Kit Kat Club (422-6990)
Knock Knock
(999-7739)
Loaded Hog (648-2050)
One Eyed Jack's
(648-2050)
Sapphire Supper Club
l
(246-1599)
Scruffy Murphy's_
(648-5460)
Southern Nights
898-0424

both
both
DJ
both
both

evening and weekend classes

10% discount with college ID

I

~~~~--~·-..::=:::~1-8_+_ ;, . R&B dance
j AKA Lounge (839-3707)

---~aytime,

$8

'4--~Tn~·c~k~S~h~ot~s~6~7~1-~7~79~7.J--~~--i-.:2~1~+--+_,.,_oo_l_h~al~l/.~pu~b~-·~~ju_k~eb_o_x_._li_o~~
·l- Wing-Shaek·-f677--i004)-·-~ ·±8+

*Hip Hop * Salsa * Tap
* Yoga *Jazz * Swing
* Latin * Ballet *Pointe

21 +
21+
21+
18+
18+
18+
21 +
18+
21+
21 +

I concert/dance
~

i $5

I

$5
NO
$3-5
NO
$5
$5
$5
NO

l!fLectures
l!fTerm Paper
l!fJob
Lea11e ,em
all behind
and get

autta
here.

~

.

TheNAILSc1ub
3050 Alafaya Trail, suite 1028, Oviedo, F1. 32765 *(407) 365-1666
( 3/4 mile North of UCF I Mc Culloch Rd, torward Oviedo )

21 +
21 +
21 +

upscale dance
bar/dining
concert/dance/dining

both
bands
both

$2-6
$2
NO

18+

pub/concert

bands

$3-5

21+

pub/concert

bands

$3-5

18+

Icountry dance

both

$5-7

18+

pub/concert

bands

NO

* No money to Join
*Membership privilege. Always!

DJ

FREE HALLOWEEN DESIGN

Professional Facial, Waxing & Nails Care
For Ladil!s & Ge11tlemen
H your nails set does not look natural, it's not right
We can fix it, guarantied. You'll be sastified

x)

cafe/bar
cafe

jukebox

$5
$3

18+

dining/concert

both

$3-5

*Get 50% off all senrices on or B4 your BirthDay*

21+
21+

pub
dance

bands

NO
$3-5

(J)~IOO)(J)(l)~(J)(OO)(b(i)(i)

21+
21+

(When you buy a full-set)
(Some services required, call or See store for details)

DJ

'

$10.00 OFF EUROPEAN F~CIAL
(j)O)(l){J)(J)

$ 5.00 OFF WITH THIS AD Exp. 10/3112001

~

Minimmn $15.00 service

O)(l)(OO)COO){O

~
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Girl, if t his line doesn't

move soon. we're

miss happy hour...

•

Ohmigod, Felicia !!
Is t hat Felix across

gonn~

God~ I hate downtown!
Wanna go someplace else?

the street?

It's Friday.night, Tracy.
We should've known
this would happen.

Felix by Steve McCain @2001
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Alalava Chiropractic Center
"

*
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• Auto & Sports Injuries
• Effective & Gentle Chiropractic Manipulation
• Massage Therapy Available (MM6063)

I fljUt~d
;it

David Inderwiesen, D.C .
Graduate of UCF and
Cleveland Chiropractic College
Located in Alafaya Commons Center,
Alafaya Trail and East Colonial Dr.

.

281-0900

•

Parade

•

•

of Shoes

•

Assorted women's fashionables located at:
• Waterford Lakes Plaza • Fashion Square Mall
• West Oaks Mall

•
At.'.Ctf!ltf .:h7t1 hwcrsri /!Jy

•

uBid.COITr
Whrm ,..a Mn d
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10% Off with Student ID
Valid at all locations
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